History of Oklahoma State University

In the latter half of the 1800’s, Vermont congressman Justin Smith Morrill saw a need for a new model for higher education. President Abraham Lincoln agreed, signing the Land-Grant College Act of 1862 or the “Morrill Act,” establishing land-grant universities. These institutions ushered in an era of higher education aimed at lifting an entirely new class of citizens toward the American Dream.

From this foundation, the story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on Dec. 14, 1891, even though there weren’t any buildings, books or curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

OSU grew rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by an enrollment surge and the “Veteran’s Village” on the northwest edge of campus. The mid-1940s were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. Coaches and players from that era are sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

By the 1950s, the college had grown substantially. In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU built academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988 to create the OSU Center for Health Sciences, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999. Under the leadership of Burns Hargis, OSU’s 18th president, the university saw record enrollment and fundraising. OSU raised more than $2.2 billion in private support during Hargis’ 13 years as president. OSU welcomed the six largest freshmen classes in school history in 2012, 2015, 2017, 2018, 2019 and again in 2021. In 2022, multiple enrollment records were broken, including a new record for the largest freshman class.

Visitors to the campus often marvel at its beauty and architecture. Much of the credit goes to legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. During his tenure, OSU President Burns Hargis guided unprecedented construction that made OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. In October 2019, OSU opened The McKnight Center for the Performing Arts with a performance from the New York Philharmonic. The Greenwood School of Music connects to the McKnight Center and opened in fall 2021. Construction is underway on a new teaching, research and Extension facility for OSU Agriculture. The New Frontiers Agricultural Hall embodies OSU’s land-grant mission and will elevate the important work completed on campus and throughout the OSU system.

OSU alumna Kayse Shrum was named the 19th president of Oklahoma State University and took over the role on July 1, 2021. She previously served as president and dean of the OSU Center for Health Sciences. Dr. Shrum is the first woman to lead the university, and since she has taken office, Shrum has spearheaded university-level institutes that are interdisciplinary, integrated and agile including the Hamm Institute for American Energy at Oklahoma State University; the Oklahoma Aerospace Institute for Research and Education; and the Counter-UAS Center for Excellence — a partnership aimed at strengthening national defense — and the Human Performance and Nutrition Research Institute. She also launched a far-reaching and deliberate plan for the future of OSU. The strategy was revealed in October 2022, with a goal for OSU to be THE preeminent land-grant university. It includes measurable and audacious goals, designed to meet the needs of students, parents and Oklahoma’s workforce.

Today, OSU has 35,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its Extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. Rooted in our land-grant tradition and united by the Cowboy Code, OSU’s teaching, research, Extension and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
One Hundred Forty-Seventh COMMENCEMENT
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
December 15 & 16, 2023
Stillwater, Oklahoma
Class of 2023,

Well done!

You have reached an important milestone! Your journey at Oklahoma State University has been fueled by a relentless drive and determination, and the entire Cowboy family celebrates you and your success.

Now and forever more, you will be known as OSU alumni and connected to those who have gone before you through a shared history, experience and a mission to make a positive difference in the world and turn every obstacle into an opportunity. Your experiences here at OSU have shaped you into a problem-solver ready to shift your knowledge into action.

As you begin your journey beyond our great university, always be guided by the Cowboy Code. It will help you achieve great things, and you will never be afraid of a challenge. It will inspire you to always dream big and to remember that if your dreams don’t scare you just a little, then you’re not dreaming big enough.

I am honored to recognize you and your accomplishments at our commencement ceremonies.

Congratulations, and Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

Dr. Kayse Shrum
President, Oklahoma State University
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Mr. Chad Wieberg, Vice President, Athletic Programs and Director, Intercollegiate Athletics
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Dr. Douglas Hallenbeck, Vice President, Student Affairs
Dr. Jason Kirksey, Vice President, Institutional Diversity
Dr. Jayson Lusk, Vice President and Dean, Division of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
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To the Class of 2023,

On behalf of the Oklahoma State University Alumni Association and OSU graduates around the globe, I would like to welcome you to the alumni family!

Earning your degree from OSU is a tremendous accomplishment. As the Cowboy Code says, we finish what we start. You have persevered and proven that being a Cowboy isn’t in our clothes; it’s in our character.

It’s important to remember your time as a Cowboy is really just beginning, and that’s why the Alumni Association is here. I encourage you to connect with us before leaving campus by downloading the Orange Connection app and reviewing the section for new graduates. Within the app, you can also learn about the best way to remain connected to your alma mater – membership in the Alumni Association.

We help new graduates secure employment, connect them with chapters of alumni throughout the nation and keep them informed on what’s happening back at OSU in Stillwater. We also have virtual programming for alumni and fans, and we hope you’ll take advantage of all of these great benefits wherever your journey takes you.

Congratulations again on this tremendous accomplishment. We look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Go Pokes!

Dr. Ann Caine, ’98 – Life Member Plus President, OSU Alumni Association
**Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University**  
Words by Robert McCulloh, ‘49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;  
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.  
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,  
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

**Oklahoma**  
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II  
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,  
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet  
When the wind comes right behind the rain.  
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I  
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky  
We know we belong to the land  
And the land we belong to is grand!  
And when we say -Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!  
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!  
Oklahoma - O.K.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2023

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
Jean Van Delinder, Oklahoma State University Interim Graduate College Dean

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” .................................................. Elgar

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Jean Van Delinder, Interim Graduate College Dean

Remarks
Veronique Lacombe, Graduate Council Vice Chair and Professor of Physiological Sciences

Conferral of Degrees
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Honorary Commencement Marshal Recognition

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Kevin Voss, Professor of Marketing and International Business (west podium)
Nathan Horton, Visiting Assistant Professor of English (east podium)

Closing Remarks
Jean Van Delinder, Interim Graduate College Dean
Kayse Shrum, President

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Sign Language Interpreter
Janice Woods

Musicians
Cassie Andel, Soloist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Audrey Caughlin, Vocalist
Alicen Criner, Vocalist
Brennan Lacy, Vocalist

Henry Marshall, Vocalist
Kody Pisney, Vocalist
Casey Shapiro, Vocalist
Ethan Turner, Vocalist
Vanessa Washburn, Vocalist
HONORARY GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

The Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshal recognition is the highest honor bestowed on Doctoral and Master’s degree graduates at commencement. Marshals have demonstrated scholarly achievement, as evidenced by academic performance and discipline-appropriate scholarly contributions that capture the essence of our land-grant mission. We congratulate the following students on this outstanding achievement.

Mahta Afradeh
Master of Public Health
Research Mentor: Dr. Cynthia Lamon
Graduate College

Jared Oran Austin-Harris
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
Research Mentor: Dr. Yingmei Liu
College of Arts and Sciences

Babita Lamichhane
Master of Science in Horticulture
Research Mentors: Dr. Bruce Dunn
Ferguson College of Agriculture

Tyler James Price
Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural Education, Communications, and Leadership
Research Mentor: Dr. M. Craig Edwards
Ferguson College of Agriculture
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2023

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONIES

Presiding
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Platform Party Processional
Oklahoma State University Pipes & Drums Band
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Kayse Shrum, President

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Joe D. Hall, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Brandt Gardner
Chair of the General Faculty
Associate Professor, Human Development & Family Science

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Ashley Peterson, President

Commencement Speaker
Major General (Ret.) Michael C. Thompson

Special Recognition

Conferral of Degrees
Morning Ceremony
Ferguson College of Agriculture
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
College of Arts and Sciences

Afternoon Ceremony
College of Professional Studies
College of Education and Human Sciences
Spears School of Business
Saturday, December 16, 2023 (continued)

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sign Language Interpreter
    Janice Woods

Musicians
    Cassie Andel, Soloist
    Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
    Audrey Caughlin, Vocalist
    Alicen Criner, Vocalist
    Brennan Lacy, Vocalist
    Henry Marshall, Vocalist
    Kody Pisney, Vocalist
    Casey Shapiro, Vocalist
    Ethan Turner, Vocalist
    Vanessa Washburn, Vocalist
College Orange Gown Recipients

The following outstanding undergraduate students have been chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon and serve as representatives of the graduates during the undergraduate commencement ceremony. These students are uniquely recognized with an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Arts and Sciences
   **David J. Steichen**
   Bachelor of Science, Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
   Tulsa, Oklahoma

College of Education and Human Sciences
   **Mackenzie Lee Frech**
   Bachelor of Science, Secondary Education
   Lahoma, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
   **Jillian Elizabeth Cordray**
   Bachelor of Architectural Engineering
   Owasso, Oklahoma

College of Professional Studies
   **Michael Lane King**
   Bachelor of Professional Studies, Organizational Leadership
   Bixby, Oklahoma

Ferguson College of Agriculture
   **Serge Andre P. Abit**
   Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
   Stillwater, Oklahoma

Spears School of Business
   **Cameron Jamal Shropshire**
   Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting
   Norman, Oklahoma
HONORS COLLEGE DEGREE CANDIDATES

The following students are fall degree candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 36 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Corben W. Horton  •  English

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Reese Danielle Jackson  •  Zoology
Sarah E. Short  •  Plant Biology
David J. Steichen  •  Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Huntyr Caydence Terry  •  Psychology
Megan E. Wildman  •  Zoology

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN SCIENCES
Meaghan M. Sitar  •  Human Development and Family Science

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Jillian Elizabeth Cordray

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Natalie Marie Haggard
Hulen Mark Howard
Sarah Michelle Rose
Forrest Liam Vennerholm
Carson D. Voelker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Paul I. Megna

FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Rhiannon Grace Curley  •  Animal Science
Avery Marie Ethridge  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Olivia Elaine Horton  •  Natural Resources Ecology and Management
Abby M. Pace  •  Horticulture

SPEARS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Isabella Marie Bice  •  Management Information Systems
Pari Priyakant Gandhi  •  Management
Anna Jean Norton  •  Management
Major General (Ret.) Michael C. Thompson  
26th Adjutant General, Oklahoma National Guard  
18th Commissioner, Oklahoma Department of Public Safety

Major General Thompson joined the Oklahoma Army National Guard in 1983. Over the course of his career, he has commanded at the company, battalion and brigade levels. Major General Thompson was deployed in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003 and 2008.

In 2017, then Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin appointed him as the adjutant general for the Oklahoma National Guard. Thompson served as the top military advisor to the governor and commanded the Oklahoma Army and Air National Guard from November 2017 to November 2021.

Before being appointed as adjutant general, Thompson had a distinguished 28-year career with the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety. Thompson joined DPS as an Oklahoma state trooper in 1990. He concluded his DPS career by serving as commissioner of the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety and cabinet secretary for safety and security from 2011 to 2017. Thompson was inducted into the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Hall of Fame in 2019 and received the Governor George Nigh Lifetime Achievement Award in 2022. Also that year, Thompson served as the deputy director for the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation.

In 2023, he was inducted into the Oklahoma State University Hall of Fame.

Thompson is a proud graduate of Oklahoma’s only historic black college, Langston University. He also holds master’s degrees from Oklahoma State University and the United States Army War College. Major General Thompson is a graduate of the FBI National Academy, the United States Secret Service Executive Seminar and the United States War College.

Thompson and his wife of 39 years, Debbie, have two adult children who are combat veterans of the United States Army and the Oklahoma Army National Guard. They also have a daughter-in-law who is a combat veteran with the United States Army.
Wanda Jackson
Singer/Songwriter

Wanda Jackson is a legendary American singer-songwriter known for her unique style that blends rockabilly, country, and rock 'n' roll. She was born on October 20, 1937, in Maud, Oklahoma, and grew up in a musical family.

At the age of 14, Jackson won a local radio station contest, which led to her discovery by the king of western swing, Hank Thompson. In 1954, at the age of 17, Jackson made her first recording with Decca Records, a duet with Billy Gray titled “You Can’t Have My Love.” She initially sang country music but soon switched to rock, becoming the first female artist to do so when the latter genre was just getting started.

Her hits like “Let’s Have a Party,” “Fujiyama Mama,” and “Mean Mean Man” helped establish her as a prominent figure in rockabilly and early rock scenes. Before retiring from the stage at age 81 in 2019, Jackson was known for performances that were full of energy, charisma, and her distinctive voice, leaving an impact that united audiences around the world.

Often referred to as the “Queen of Rockabilly” and “The First Lady of Rock’n’Roll,” she influenced many musicians, including Elvis Presley, who encouraged her to incorporate rock into her music. Other modern artists including Adele, Cyndi Lauper and Elle King have cited Wanda as a strong influence.

Throughout her career, Jackson released over 40 albums and received numerous awards, including induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2009. She is also a member of the Oklahoma Music Hall of Fame and the Rockabilly Hall of Fame, among others.

In 2017, Jackson released her autobiography titled “Every Night is Saturday Night: A Country Girl’s Journey to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,” and in 2021, she released her final album, “Encore,” produced by Joan Jett. Today, she is recognized as one of the most influential artists in music history and continues to inspire new generations of musicians with her timeless style.
POSTHUMOUS DEGREE  
FALL 2023  

Aimee Katherine Cardoso  
Spears School of Business  
Master of Business Administration
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Dr. Jean Van Delinder, Interim Dean

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Mindy Jo Englett • School Administration
Bryan Michael Haffey • Applied Educational Studies
Jonathan Michael Hewitt • Applied Educational Studies
Michael Ethan Mitchell • Applied Educational Studies
Jerome A. Reitano III • Applied Educational Studies
Martha Elizabeth Yates • School Administration

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Md Asif Arefeen • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jared Oran Austin-Harris • Physics
Farouk Awudu • Chemistry
Md Arif Billah • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tianyu Cao • Statistics
Felipe Gabriel Cevallos Navarrete • Plant Pathology
Hao Chen • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Clarissa Marie Corkins • Human Development and Family Sciences
Kenyotta Eugene Cross • Educational Psychology
Dominic Siami Egure • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Elham Fazelpour • Chemistry
Anirban Ghosh • Chemical Engineering
Anna Katherine Goldkamp • Animal Science
Zachary Nicholas Hardesty-Shaw • Physics
Jolie Amber Hicks • Education
Alana Maria Hoffman • Business Administration
Chengqian Huang • Biosystems Engineering
Mazharul Islam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Md Zobaer Islam • Electrical Engineering
Kimberly Kay Johnson Maier • Geography
Michael Paul Joslin • History
Hyojae Jung • Agricultural Economics
Younglong Kim • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Gyebi Kwarteng • Business Administration
Hyejin Kwon • Business Administration
Ujjal Lamichhane • Physics
Luke Richard Brent Lawson, Jr. • Educational Psychology
Marcel Lopes Dos Santos • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Darlene Shelmadine Lozano • Education
Rajendra Maharjan • Chemistry
Soumya Mandal • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kristian E. Marshall • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Allison Kay McCartney • Education
Keenan Rando Meeker • Education
Stacey Denum Michie • Education
Reynilda Millapez Monteza • Soil Science
Rebecca Elizabeth Morales • Education
Nilooofar Parastegari • Civil Engineering
Tyler James Price • Agricultural Education, Communications, and Leadership
Jennifer Lee Pulliam • Education
Daniel Joseph Putney • English
Shanmugam Puvanendran • Chemistry
Dazhi Qin • Business Administration
Jai Hariprasad Rajendran • Business Administration
Cassidy Cheyenne Reddout • Animal Science
Kendrell M. Ringer • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Matthew Thomas Rochowski • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Kristin Lea Rosander • Education
Tanesha Johana Ross • Education
Jeremy Alexander Axle Sabo • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Karleyda Andrea Sandoval Carvajal • Photonics
Oluseun Adetola Sanuade • Geology
Lisa Jane Seay • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Edward Foday Sellu • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Josephine Naango Ndakulilwa Shikongo • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Saraswati Shrestha • Physics
Mahesh Kumar Sivasubramanian • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Michael Stanley • Business Administration
Asma Tabassum • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Muhammad Mohsin Tanveer • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Farhan Tanvir • Computer Science
Joshua Kent Taylor • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Hesam Teymouri Athar • Business Administration
Denise Michele Thompson • Integrative Biology
Jeanne Sue Urie • Curriculum Studies
Sandra Vinnikova • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Phadindra Wagle • Physics
Guolong Wang • Civil Engineering
Manamendra Patabandige Pabasara Piyumali Weerarathne • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Andreya Williams • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Trevor Comte Wilson • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Wenxuan Zhai • Crop Science
Le Zhou • Electrical Engineering
Mengfan Zhu • Biosystems Engineering
Zhengyu Zhu • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
Dominic Siami Egure • Education
Cara Jane Evans • Education
Ashley Elizabeth Johns • School Psychology

MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Hannah Kristine Hough • General Agriculture
Curtis E. McGuire • General Agriculture
Cheyenne Nicole Patrick • General Agriculture
Laura Ruiz • General Agriculture
Darci LeeAnn Webber • International Agriculture
Kirstin Haley Wickett • International Agriculture

MASTER OF ARTS
Katanna Elizabeth Davis • History
Gloria Mae Elizabeth Evans Harmon • English
Mahadi Hasan • Philosophy
Shahrzad Mehrzad • English
Madalyn Jean Peck • English
Mackenzie Margaret Tomlinson • English
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ali M. Alkhalaf
Chase Woodrow Barrow
Lindsey Perdue Becker
Devin Thomas Bishop
Lauren Bates Brauer
Amanda Noelle Breivogel
Samuel Morgan Cain
Madison Amber Calvert
Richard E. Chesley III
Lindsey Nicole Cooper
Jacob David DesAutels
Nicholas Robert Erdman
Gino Lorenzo Fornaro
Jonathan Cameron Foster
Makayla Abigail Franks
Taylor Charles Ganong
Scott Cole Garcia
Cayden Dwain Germany
Miguel Angel Gonzalez, Jr.
Ryan Christopher Hamilton
Sean Timothy Hamrick
Chad Lee Hobbs
Jacob Michael Hubert
Timothy Joseph Jones
Sam Thomas Kissel
Sawyer Graham Kliesen
Andrew Michael Kucerovy
Matthew Wayne Laster
Jordan Matthew Leatherman

Joshua Evan Long
Christopher Andrew Mansker
Sean Michael McDermott
Sarah Marie Mitchell
Jacob Harvey Newton
Nicholas Patrick Parnell
Ashley Marie Peterson
Abigail Kay Phelps
Todd Michael Phillips
Jerry Ray Prescott
Chad Marshall Randolph
Paige Tapscott Ridgway
James Randal Ripple
Gilbert Joseph Rodriguez
Kyle J. Runyan
Victor Manuel Salgado Sandoval
Andrew Michael Schreiber
Christin Schuler
Amrita Sharma
A. Bennett Sherrera
Clayton Howard Snyder
Ariel Bridget Stephenson
Jacob Douglas Storts
Colton M. Tubbs
Payton Elizabeth Tubbs
Bradley Neal Waken
Derick Rodney Winsett
Patrick Norbert Wohlwend
Alexander C. Young

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Michael Blake Ferguson • Electrical Engineering

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Sarah Elizabeth Carvajal • Creative Writing

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Mahta Afradeh
Matthew Bryan
Ryane M. Draper
Chiemeka Jacinta Iheonu
Sai Pujitha Kandlapalli
Natiezka Judith Lopez
Rose Wangari Njoroge
Angela Catrice Riley

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Jacques Savary Benjy Adolphe • Management Information Systems
Saeed Mesfer Alsearah, Sr. • Geology
Abrha Gebrelibanos Amare • Engineering and Technology Management
Snigdha Arikilla • Horticulture
Cassidy McKenna Armstrong • Psychology
Paetyn Rylee Armstrong • Food Science
Oday Ali Bani Ahmad • Industrial Engineering and Management
Broaniwa Mignon Barnett • Human Development and Family Sciences
James Michael Barrett • Leisure Studies
Madeline Ray Baughman • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Savannah Grace Beakman • Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology
Manasi Nimba Beldar • Computer Science
Rohit Bevin Peter • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Vedant Tushar Bhadane • Engineering and Technology Management
Jude Garrett Birkenholz • Plant Biology
Brandon Michael Bowman • Educational Leadership Studies
Christopher Lewis Brady • Business Analytics
Lindsey Morgan Buehler • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Carly Nicole Burwell • Educational Psychology
Chad Allen Butler • Aviation and Space
Brett Thomas Byrnes • Applied Statistics
Joyce M. Callen • Engineering and Technology Management
Emily Lynn Carley • Nutritional Sciences
Cari A. Cearley • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Elizabeth Bynum Chapman • Nutritional Sciences
Dillon Scott Cochran • Civil Engineering
Tyler Dakota Coffman • Engineering and Technology Management
Zsofia Phoebe Cohen • Psychology
Kourtmi Brooke Connor • Business Analytics and Data Science
Cara Crawford • Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Dania Crivelli Zavala • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jacob Edwin Crosby • Physics
Khushee Dabholkar • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jamie Nanette Danielson • Educational Leadership Studies
Haven Skye Davis • Mass Communications
Micah Shay Davis • Educational Leadership Studies
Darci R. DeVous • Food Science
Dileep Domakonda • Computer Science
Bárbara Maressa Dos Santos • Plant and Soil Sciences
Brian Lee Drew • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Krystal Irene Duarte • Psychology
Vamsi Krishna Duddukuri • Computer Science
Ashley Barbara Duke • Counseling
Dinesh Durgam • Computer Science
Carma Jean Christenbury Ealom • Aviation and Space
Kylie Blair Easterwood • Educational Leadership Studies
Jacqueline Nwamaka Esimike • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Ariel Grace Esposito • Health and Human Performance
Kristin Fields • Psychology
Robin Hurley Fitzgerald • Educational Psychology
Jesus Esteban Flores Sarmiento • Educational Psychology
Isha Masham Fofanah • Health and Human Performance
Sonya Lynn Fox • Family and Community Services
Taylor Charles Ganong • Materials Science and Engineering
Dawson Glenn Gates • Management Information Systems
James Allen Gibson • Accounting
Meranda F. Golbek • Educational Leadership Studies
Xiangwang Wendy Gong • Animal Science
Mohammad Hadidi Masouleh • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alex Hale • Health and Human Performance
LaTonya Faith Hall • Mathematics
Zachary Nicholas Hardesty-Shaw • Physics
Stephen Chase Harris • Plant and Soil Sciences
Nathan Josiah Hawkins • Business Analytics and Data Science
John Patrick Hayes • Petroleum Engineering
Joshua Hayes • Aviation and Space
Katherine Elizabeth Hein • Psychology
Jessica Renae Hernandez • Leisure Studies
Scout D. Hernandez • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Anna Josephine Hicks • Nutritional Sciences
Kaitlynn Noel Holcomb • Educational Psychology
Jarrett Wayne Hollie • Business Analytics and Data Science
Niranjan Pokhrel • Horticulture
Harshitha Potluri • Computer Science
Ashley Nicole Quigley • Psychology
Andrew Jason Quinton • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Chakravarthi Rajamohan • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Sai Rajanala • Quantitative Finance
Shila Dawn Rakey • Educational Psychology
Bryce Douglas Randall • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Aditya Satish Rane • Industrial Engineering and Management
Samuel Alexander Reinhart • Industrial Engineering and Management
Hope Jandreau Revard • Nutritional Sciences
Josie Ferguson Rice • Plant and Soil Sciences
Karleyda Andrea Sandoval Carvajal • Physics
Samantha Aubry Sheppard • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Austin Caleb Shipman • Educational Leadership Studies
Andrew Curtis Smith • Computer Science
Autumn Marie Smith • Nutritional Sciences
Alaaeldin Tarek Lotfy B. Soliman • Civil Engineering
Mounika Somagari • Computer Science
Varun Kumar Somishetty • Civil Engineering
Jeremy Alan Sonnier • Business Analytics
Greeshma Sreejesh • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Abishek Stephen Vellankanni • Electrical Engineering
Justin Ray Stevens • Educational Leadership Studies
Nicole C. Stratton • Applied Statistics
Monisha Sydam • Computer Science
Brittany Lynn Tasca • Educational Leadership Studies
Sarah Lee Taylor • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Xin Mei Teng • Food Science
Rebecca Teul • Educational Leadership Studies
Emery K. Thackerson • Psychology
Tyler Andrew David Tuskey • Applied Statistics
Jessica Rae Tyler • Engineering and Technology Management
Dinesh Vadlamudi • Computer Science
Venkata Ragavendra Vavilthota • Computer Science
Cameron Marshall Veal • Aviation and Space
Emily K. Vickers • Environmental Science
Annie Vo • Global Studies
Kaitlynn Sue Vollmer • Accounting
Avery Chase Knox Walker • Applied Statistics
Sadie Jean Walker • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Madeline Grace Wallace • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Timothy Ryan Walsh • Business Analytics and Data Science
Aaron Garrett Ware • Environmental Science
Colin Zachary Webb • Engineering and Technology Management
Amanda V. Weber • Geography
Matthew Ray Wiley • Engineering and Technology Management
Amanda Marie Wilson • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Riley Jordan Wincheski • Psychology
Addie Marie Womack • Animal Science
Madison Bailee Wright • Accounting
John Joseph Wrobel III • Applied Statistics
Calvin Leon Wynn • Biosystems Engineering
Bakr Zaki • Global Studies
Zane Aaron Zuniga • Educational Leadership Studies

Graduate Certificate
A T M Masrur Akhter • Bioinformatics
Joel David Anderson • Business Data Mining
Brianna Mignon Barnett • Infant Mental Health
Rohit Bevin Peter • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Devin Thomas Bishop • Finance and Investment Banking
Brandon Michael Bowman • Building Level Leadership
Chevonese Shelleaine Brown • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Emily Brown • Workforce and Adult Education
Madison Amber Calvert • Human Resource Management
Georgina Belem Carrasco Galvan • Geographic Information Systems
Braden Cooper Cassity • Recreation and Leisure Management
Caitlyn B. Christian • Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Clarissa Marie Corkins • Program Evaluation
Ryan Michael Corrigan • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Kenyotta Eugene Cross • Program Evaluation
Khushee Dabholkar • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Jamie Nanette Danielson • Building Level Leadership
Micah Shay Davis • Building Level Leadership
Lynn R. Fisher • Public Health
Makayla Abigail Franks • Marketing Analytics
Carissa Marie Garrett • Building Level Leadership
Meranda F. Golbek • Building Level Leadership
Cameron Albert Greer • Finance and Investment Banking
Jose Carlos Jimenez Ramirez • Engineering and Technology Management
Younglong Kim • District Level Leadership
Kendra Ruth Kroeker • Human Resource Management
Rebecca Rae Krouse • Facilitating Career Development
Rebecca Rae Krouse • Hidden Student Populations
Matthew Wayne Laster • Entrepreneurship
James Newell Lavenue • Finance and Investment Banking
Marinda Brooke Ledbetter • Hidden Student Populations
Brittany Rene Lee • Family Financial Planning
Kody Bryce Long • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Education and Behavioral Sciences
Natiezka Judith Lopez • Dietetics
Rebecca L. Ludlow • Building Level Leadership
Emily Oreta Manuel • Program Evaluation
Mason Thomas Martin • Non-Profit Management
Catherine E. McCraw • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Brooke E. Meyer • Building Level Leadership
Kalyn Kathryn Miller • Building Level Leadership
Ashley Kristen Moore • Building Level Leadership
Karle J. Moorehead • Building Level Leadership
Jill Danielle Nerio • Building Level Leadership
Jordan Robert Newell • Sport Communication
Ashley Marie Peterson • Non-Profit Management
Abigail Kay Phelps • Entrepreneurship
Todd Michael Phillips • Human Resource Management
Dazhi Qin • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Education and Behavioral Sciences
Christin Schüler • Human Resource Management
Austin Caleb Shipman • Building Level Leadership
Mahesh Kumar Sivasubramanian • Bioinformatics
Justin Ray Stevens • Building Level Leadership
Gina Beth Taylor • Building Level Leadership
Rebecca Teul • Building Level Leadership
Peyton Lee Thompson • Recreation and Leisure Management
Jimmy Onyedikachi Uba • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jacob Claude Wood • Business Analytics and Data Science
Alexander C. Young • Finance and Investment Banking
Nathan Allen Zlomke • Business Analytics and Data Science
Zane Aaron Zuniga • Building Level Leadership
CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES
Johnny Stephens, President
Dennis Blankenship, Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine
Jim Hess, Vice Provost for Graduate Programs

DOCTOR OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
Mary Ashley McFarland
Tameishia Latrese Olden
Annette Jasmine Ortiz

DOCTOR OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Makenley Diane Barton
Mia Chanel Bledsoe
Necole Codi Blunt
Ghazzal Michelle Brugenhemke
Bethany Grace Burkhart
Kayla Nicole Burks
Araceli Bravo Catalan
KatIndexy Sue Cerezo
Christmas L. Collom
Keeli Sharae Duncan
LaFonda Lea Ehlers
Mercury McKay Frisk

Mary Ashley McFarland
Tameishia Latrese Olden
Annette Jasmine Ortiz

DOCTOR OF HEATHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Chinedu Godswill Ibuaka
Lindsay Rae James
Melissa R. Lay
Kathryn Elizabeth Lorance
Sarah Ann Milburn
Samantha Kay Overfield
Bruce Kelly Pierce
Joshua Wade Quinton
Gary Wayne Revas
Chelsea Rae Smith
Chandler Rhyce Welch
Matthew Tanner Yelle

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCES
Timothy Brooks
Jennifer Margaret Buley
Kevin Daniel Cain
Klara Kells Calderon-Guthe
JaTaya Celeste Charnelle Carter
Olivia Jane Crozier
Kasey Elizabeth Fleagle
Christopher J. Hall
Samantha Marie Houghton
Michael A. Kielb
Kolin Thomas Kubitz
Kendria Morgan Marshall

Vivianna Marie Menchaca
Sophia Rebecca Miehe
Alain Peralta
Cristina Sacramento
Kenzie Sellers
Matthew Darwin Tumleson
Larry Kenneth Ward, Jr.
Ashley Nicole Welch
Morgan Bailey Weldon
Chaz Dewayne West
Richard G. Wood

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GLOBAL HEALTH
Kristopher Steven Durham

Emelia Leigh Potter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Jasmine Arianne Abbott
Rebecca Lynn States Allison
Ashlei Ashmore
Jessica Elizabeth Ashmore
Eric Berersen
Gaebrielle Auntawnette Bradford
Katherine P. Carpenter
June R. Dickenson
Bridget Elaine Durfey
Kristopher Steven Durham
Alisha Rae Elliott
Brady Joel Ellis

Shane Anthony Farmer
Afton Danielle Flora
Dodson Frank
Jennifer Renee Gilley
Jenny Gilmore
Jasmine S. Goldman
Johnathon Cole Jackson
Otis A. Kimball
Heather Lorraine Kimbro
Renesha King
Valantis Emanuil Kouros
Tim Duncan Maina
Thomas Edward McLeod  
Cassity L. Mills  
Lolita Darcia Narcisse  
Daelor Christian Osen  
Allyson Jo Oyler  
Merideth Anne Rasor  
Shauna Rose Rhoades  
Danielle Mae Roufs  
Kyle J. Runyan  
Rena Shannon Scott

Zoe Emerson Siftar  
Jacey I. Smith  
Jordan Nicole Smith  
Rachel Nicole Talley  
Michael C. Vestal  
Kellen Logan Whatley  
Juliana Katherine Williams-Busque  
Selena Elizabeth Zimmerman  
Adjara Zoungrana

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES

Aaron A. Abraham  
Kassidy Kingsley DesRoche  
Jordan Abigail Eickelman  
Destiny R. Etter  
Shelby Marie Fogler  
Emma Moore Gandall  
Carlee Mae Grimes  
Alexandra Nicole Herndon  
Rachel Alise Hines  
John Luis Jeffcoat  
Austin Patrick Jones  
Thomas Nyota Kamumo  
Sharon Karjadi  
Caitlin Elizabeth McAlister  
Dorothea Jean Mies  
Quan Nguyen  
Mercedes Quiring  
Keely Elizabeth Ratcliff  
Lauren Paige Selberg  
Ali Shae Thurman  
Preston Thomas Whitmill

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Brian S. Alwes • Forensic Psychology  
David Adam Byrd • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation  
Amanda Chase • Forensic Investigative Sciences  
Daniel Jonathan Cole • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation  
Kendria Morgan Marshall • Forensic Psychology  
Ryan Matthew Hewitt Sprunger • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Keith Garbutt, Interim Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

• American Sign Language Studies •
  Jayden ᏑᏒᏔ Gray  Ren Michelle Myers

• Art •
  Mor Her  Alejandro Santana
  Danielle Marie Nunez

• Arts Administration •
  Abigail Erin Engles  Ruth Noemi Sanchez

• Economics •
  Markus Darius Carroll

• English •
  Emma Faith Amick  Heber James Hurd
  Phillip Scott Austin  Eliot Marvin Jennings
  Angel Castellanos  Hailey Ann Juen
  Mars A. Core  Lux Olyvia Kickapoo-Johnson
  Tyler M. French  Caroline Rose Kizziar
  Hannah Lynn Harberson  Jennifer Lynn Nabicht
  Gabriel Nicholas Haynes  Jordyn Rae Perazzo
  Emma Marie Hiltz  Sydney Paige Sheneman
  Corben W. Horton

• Global Studies •
  Paris Victoria Dirksen  Cody Daniel Sutton

• History •
  Drake Allen Blankenship  Danielle Rae Ramirez
  Hannah Lynn Britt  Elizabeth Joyce Roark
  Kyle D. Green  Alicia Lee Schnath
  Tyce A. Honer  Chance Donivan Singleton
  Quinn Tyler Johnson  Jacob K. Swisher
  Dalton James Meeks

• Multidisciplinary Studies •
  Ashley Annette Valdez

• Multimedia Journalism •
  Garrison Paul Marsh

• Music •
  William Cade Lipps

• Philosophy •
  Casey Anne Giles  Zachariah Eugene Waller
  Logan Douglass Smith

• Political Science •
  Audrey Jewell Fleschute  Nadia Vannesa Valles
  Anna Joy Langert
• Psychology •
Morgan Coffey Andrews
Savanna Ann Bojorquez
Colby DioAngelo Crosby
Logan Matthew Gilbreath
Sarah Marie Hall
Allie Renee Henfrey
Lauren Mackenzie Hunt
Timeya Monique Hunter
Katy A. Kemp
Henry Sabin Marshall
Kiersten Mae Mitchell
Darian Cherrelle Nealy
Grace Anh Nguyen
Zoey N. Reherman
Taylor Brooke Roberts
Katelynn Mae Rothgeb
Sydney Grace Swanson
Seyton Sean Thomas
Alexa Lynn Walker
Faith Elizabeth Walters
Caroline Taylor Woodard

• Sociology •
Corey Bradley
Sociology
Shelby Elizabeth Langston

• Spanish •
Martha Santillan Walter

• Strategic Communication •
Carley Raeann McCutchan
Kaley Grace Swart

• Theatre •
DeAndre Marcel Davis
Kortnie Leigh Gibson
Rebecca Lynn Hale
Hunter Eathan Hubler
Sydney Morgan Wehmeyer

Bachelor of Fine Arts

• Art •
John C. O’Neal
Erin Leigh Owen
Amber D. Wise

Bachelor of Music

• Music •
Anthony Michael Coito III
Paul Matthew Cristiano

• Music Education •
Mason Haynes Acock
Alex Betancourt
Jacob Riley Diaz
Anna Katherine Dresback
Trinity N. Holland
Brenden Joseph Hollingsworth
Taylor Duran Weatherwax

Bachelor of Science

• American Studies •
Taylor Le Wolgast

• Biochemistry •
Saharsh Dineshbhai Patel

• Biology •
Haneen Abouhassoun
Akram I. Aldaerwish
Catherine R. Boatwright
Parker William Bragg
Abby Lynn Burdick
Jonas Layne Chaney
Anna Joy Cory
Carlhon Christ Macaspac Deniega
Bailey Ann Ely
Lainey Erin Englutt
Gabriel Alexander Forsberg
Abigail Marie Gabehart
Ashley Lillette Gorritti
Clarissa Morgan Gottfried
Tasha T. Green
Bodhi Seth Hale
Alyssa Elizabeth Hill
Chaney Cevanne Hupp
Reese Danielle Jackson
Chloe Grace Little
Zachary J. Magnuson
Mitchell Lynn McCurtain
Nicholas Luciano Mercado
Kiley Jean Moyer
Carlee Parker Nesom
Emily Margaret New
Bailee A. Nunes
Jordan Carina Palmer
Mikaela Panayotova Panayotova
Pyper Jaide Passmore
Michael Christian Poindexter
Hanyu Qiu
Zachary Christian Ramirez
David Conrad Schrader
Mia Rane Segelstrom
Dominica Tyana Julia Claudia Simmons
Hagan Lynn Sprouse
Leo Garrett States
Melanie Houashee Thao
Jadyn Sharie Tisdale
Grace Shalom Toviehlon
Isaac Vu Tran
Heaven Suabcua Vang
Georgia Rene’ Vester
Caitlin Ann Zimmermann

**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Brooklyne Nychelle Brumley
Ma’Kaila Brooke Burton
Katelyn Riley Cavinness
Tobi Layne Davis
Tara Lynn Fitzsimons
Madison Rylee Frank
Haley Diane Hanson
Christen Elise Krumsiek
Hailey Elizabeth Minet
Brooklin Sari Morrow
Emily Nicole Pascale
Lynn Thy Pascual
Emily Nicole Patterson
Aubrie Michele Penfield
Kylee Jo Severs
Lacey Leona Sizemore
Carolyn Marie Suarez
Brylee Laine Thiel
Kristen Sue Thorne
Jordyn Rae Tinsley
Karsan Renee Vick
Saige Hope Ward

**Computer Science**

Maeghan Olivia Barrett
Ivan Belyaev
Malcolm K. Bensinger
David Earl Calvert
Yu-Hung Liang
Steven J. Margwarth
Alina Mathew
Jack Francis Lee Nelson
Mai N. Ngo
Katie Marie Pinell
Joshua N. Quaid
Janice Magparoc Scott
Caleb Bradley Sullard
Sean Michael Tabor
Makenzie Lyn Terrell
Robert Lee Tripplett IV
Colton S. Wiggs
Jacob Christian Wilson
Sage Ainsley Woodard

**Economics**

Caleb Shayne Thomas Jardot

**Geography**

Kary Collin Spruill

**Geology**

Joshua Evan Deen
Clayton L. Hedges
Mason Thomas Martinez
Victoria Ashley Porter
Kaley Ann Stowers

**Geospatial Information Science**

Jared Mitchell Lewis

**Mathematics**

Zeya Grace Bartlett
Brandon T. Billingsly
Caden Jack Cottingham
Bernardo Gallegos
Ashton Payne Larza  
Jeremiah Enoch McBride  
Zachary Daniel Morrison

**Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology**

Donyail Lynn Bryant  
Ryan A. Burden  
Catherine Elizabeth Harmon  
Ionsei Belle Hastings  
Isabella Grace Hinojosa  
Emaleigh Jeanne Martin  
McKenzie Rose Moles

**Multidisciplinary Studies**

Erica Marie Shottenkirk Ades  
Gabriella Fern Beets  
Anthony Michael Burke, Jr.  
Presli Nicole Findley  
Santoya N. Godwin  
Holly Rachelle Huckleby

**Multimedia Journalism**

Allyson JoAnne Luckie

**Music Industry**

Eric Carlton Eppstein  
Jacbie Allen Gibbs  
Colten Dale Schneider

**Physiology**

Audrey Alexa  
Jacob William Dennis  
Madeline Brianne Hightower  
Zachary J. Magnuson

**Plant Biology**

Amna Akthar Dar  
Taylor Sierra Nickles

**Political Science**

Artturi Eeli Sylvester DeBlieck  
Dylan Bryce Derosia

**Psychology**

Talisaa Ann Biggs  
Andrea Charlene Box  
Brynn E. Brewer  
Tiara N. Brown  
Brooke Leigh Burney  
Courtlyn Rose Burton  
Kristian Matthew Bush  
Ember Lynn Butcher  
Kendall Addison Carter  
Kyle Lacy Catt  
Elizabeth Desiree Causee  
Cameron Patrick Chaney  
David Taewon Chong, Sr.  
Courtney RoseMary Clark  
Kathleen Renee Clark  
Shalynn Faith Cloud

Nicholas B. Reynolds  
Turner Blake Russell  
Taylor Abigail Quillen  
Mikayla Dawn Josephine Sellers  
Trey L. Snowden  
David J. Steichen  
Jacob P. Surber  
Carsyn Faye Taylor  
Cody Michael Jones  
Lora Marie Lucas  
Juston Hunter McKinnon  
Taitim Payge Kapri Polm  
Avery Brooke Rose  
Camryn Brooke Shelby  
Danielle Kathryn Young  
Lauren Michelle Timbrook  
Brittany Ann Wren  
Febha Mathew  
Anna C. Nelson  
Kierstynn Geneva Roberts  
Gabrielle Mackenzie Perez  
Sarah E. Short  
Renee Marie Horky  
George Clayton Thomas  
Abigail Rae Coldiron  
Michelle Renee’ Conrady  
Gabriel Long Cornwell  
Amanda Michelle Crandall  
Brandon Austin Downey  
Sydney E. Engelking  
Vanessa A. England  
Madalyn Paige Epp  
Madison Leigh Evans  
Iris Ruby Frias  
Than Kennedy Gaut  
Casey Anne Giles  
Sophia Grace Ginther  
Laura Beth Gray  
Ashlyn Taylor Greenwood  
Riley Jay Griffith
Hailey Marie Hackler  Colton L. Mcvicker
Jayden Elise Hardesty  Peyton Elizabeth Merrill
Emily Karen Highfill  Jodi Lynn Morgan
Adrianna Elise Honderich  Haley K. Nettleship
Dallas McKenna Hoskins  Michael Erik O’Hare
Brandon Darryl Howey  Alexis Lynzi Perez
Jayden Latrel Jackson  Taylor Makenzie Robison
Kailey Rose Jackson  Stacy Rojo
Jake C. Jennings  Kelsey Faith Ruder
Laura Mae Johnson  Morgan Lynn Sammons
River Tyeler Jones Benton  Madilyn Nicole Shelton
Alisha Nicole Kellogg  Riley Sheyenne Spears
Emma Leigh Kincaid  Eden Paige Starke
Madison Brianna Lindsey  Madison Jane Sullivan
Taya Brenée’ Longan  Cody Daniel Sutton
Katelyn Ashleigh Lowder  Daisy Lili Tarr
Valeria Martinez Rodriguez  Loriana Maria Tejeda
Taylor Michelle Mashburn  Hunyr Caydence Terry
Derian Christopher Mastin  Shayla Leif Tyger
Carolyn Michelle McCandless  Hope Lillie Warner
Natalie Jane McCarty  Nathan K. White
Shylah Kaye McDonnell  Adrianna Faith Williams

• Sociology •
Nicholas Aleksandr Andry  Deana Lynn Skelton
Kirk Andrew Huseman  Katelyn Elizabeth Snell
Kayla Ann Marie Hyde  Tayler Ann Truitt
Dawson Thomas Martin  Chainie Alexis Williams
Eve Lea Nance

• Sports Media •
Connor James Burgan  Grayson Lenard Singleton
Aneicia Darnae Coleman

• Statistics •
Paxton Michael Krafft  Sophie E. Miller
Elijah Matthew Lucas

• Strategic Communication •
Charlie Kate Alexander  Leslie Perez
Ryder Powell Bates  Lakin Alexandra Todd
Addison Noelle Brown  Kaitlynn Joan Marie Walters
April Leah Parli  Taylor Le Wolgast

• Zoology •
Jenifer Erin Dyer  Cade Benton Nagy
Forrest Eaton  Collin Tomas Oliver
Ashley Lillette Gorritti  Clarissa Elizabeth Robb
Clarissa Morgan Gottfried  Sierra Renae Shafer
Chloe Isabella Guthrie  Joshua Allen Steinle
Bodhi Seth Hale  Kaitlyn Grace Stump
Reese Danielle Jackson  Savanna Rhea Sykes
Dushawn Darius Jones  Grace LeAnn Trammell
Andromeda Nichole Mathews  Megan E. Wildman
Christopher Avery McKinney

Bachelor of University Studies
Eric Elias Alvarez  Claire Catherine Castagna
Hannah Renee Blevins  Leah Nicole Darnaby
Lee Edward Bowman  Shardell Bledsoe Davis
Gavin E. Gearing
Nikki Marie Gleason
Nicole Mary Gross
Jacob Douglas Hendrickson
Julie Taylor Hinchey
Leon Johnson III
Kelly Marlen Lamar

Breanna Lee Layton
Chayse Johnathan Martin
Madeleine Simone Mulroy
River Creede Rocky Simon
Tre’Von MonTre’L Spratley
Kara Leeanne Wells
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Faisal Ahmed M. Aleid  
Jason Clay Knight
Faisal Buraik N. Alradadi  
Dillon Thien Lam
Abdulaziz Abdullah M. Al-Shahrani  
Jake Milo Lammes
Faisal Abdullah S. Alshehri  
Philip Aidan Lewis
Michael Alexander Andi  
Wallace Frank Moore, Jr.
Ryan Christopher Austin  
Grant Jeffrey Novotny
Benjamin William Brandt  
Reid Edward Palmer
Ronald James Brown  
Joshua John Paul
Cole Mitchell Curry  
Kaylee Elizabeth Perilloux
Braedin William Dodd  
Thomas Alan Pine
Trevor Allen Duncan  
Brandon Allen Reed
Remington Louis Fioretti  
Keaton A. Robinson
Joseph Michael Fitzsimmons  
Rhiannon KaShay Ross
Lauren Nicole Flynn  
Sarah Lynne Schafer
Joseph Eldon Fritz  
Caymon Izak Severs
Christian David Goedecke III  
Brett Michael Smith
Tyler E. Gordon  
Ty Allen Stoutmeyer
Reid Thomas Grigsby  
Braden Blake Sweeten
Jessica L. Haber  
Brett Wesley Thomas
Wyatt Joseph Raymond Hebrard  
Aidan James Tune
Parker Shea Heilig  
Justin Johan Wilkinson
Chester John Helmerger  
Gavin Andrew Williams
Jaden Brent Hirneisen  
Brian Anthony Wright
Talal Abdulhadi Ibinshamsah  
Taehoon Yoo
Syed Raghib Ishraq

• Applied Exercise Science •
Brooke Ann Bachelder  
Allison Renee Horne
Kayle LeeAnn Bearpaw  
Brooke Hurtz
Raylee Ann Bussey  
Jazen Blakie McKee
Spencer Rashad Cagg  
Taylor Jade Mordas
Lauren Hope Carlton  
Anthony Sebastian Morejon
Taylor Alyse Chalah  
Toriana Rae Ortiz
Tricia Lynn Christensen  
Darrell Ray Paull, Jr.
Dalton Jarrett Coble  
Shawn Michael Plymale
Eva Victoria Cornforth  
Kyleigh Janai Rose
Kierstin K. Crowder  
Tatum Rose Rouse-Murphy
Cole Wayne Crownover  
Cooper J. Scott
Diego Diaz-Vega  
Aliyah Katherine Smith
Kendall Renea Ferguson  
Bryson Fletcher Trask
Maci Jo Finley  
Kelbi James Turner
Hector Gomez, Jr.  
Alexandra D. Tutor
Cora Kaylyn Griffin  
Jayson Ryan Williams
Jalin Jon Charles Harper  
Payton James Wort
Madelyn A. Holt  
Gabrielle M. Yi
Addison Danielle Horn

• Elementary Education •
Alexys Kaye-Ann Broderick  
Sage Mikayla Fluty
Rianna Mae Cooper  
London Elizabeth Geyer
Destri Ruth Edwards  
Anna Kate Goedecke
Nora Emily Edwards  
Anna Josephine Guzniczak
Emilee Jayda Hawthorne
Abby Grace Jeffrey
Courtney A. Schulze
Alexis Renae Smith

Brianna Nicole Smith
Bethany Ann Nicole Spalding
Kamryn Faith Theilen

• Health Education and Promotion •

Jared Ethan Grundy
Julianne Khee-Chin Ng

• Human Development and Family Sciences •

Brenna Paisley Hendrickson
Morgan L. Lawless
Emily Grace Monnot

Luan Lai Nuam
Emma Katherine Schultz

• Nursing: RN to BSN •

Mary C. Church
Hanna Mae Dunagan
Abril Priscila Estrada
Kaci Marie Johnson
Rebecca Lynn Kane

Sarah Ryann Maldonado
Mallory Brynn Marshall
Montana Marie Patrick
Maycie Reed

• Nutritional Sciences •

Sophia Isabella Altieri
Taylor Isabella Due

Brittany Nicole Harth

• Public Health •

Sarah Lynn Davis
Ashley Pei Qi Liew

• Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy •

Jayden Elizabeth Fiebiger
Hunter Dean Hines

Hanna Faith Jackson
Timetra Marjun ‘Tullis’

• Secondary Education •

Rachel Elise Black
Caden Jack Cottingham
James Cooper Dunlop

Mackenzie Lee Frech
Nickole Holzer Hammack
Caitlin M. O’Hara

• Sports and Coaching Science •

Travis Jeffery Novak

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences

• Design Housing and Merchandising •

Tiana Aleese Berry
Aliyah Searra England
Carissa Nicole Finley

Hope Mackenzie Munzesheimer
Grace A. Pearson

• Early Child Care and Development •

Landry Blair Davidson

Olivia Sunraeia White

• Human Development and Family Sciences •

Britney Renea Asberry
Alexandria Sophia Beach
Makenzy May Byrne
Haley N. Callegan
Michala Michelle Clark
Marlie Nicole Collum
Paige Elizabeth Connelly
Shirley Aracely Duque
Hannah Beth Harden
Lillian Loomis
Peyton Elizabeth Martin

Sara Mills
Macey Marie Morgan
JaLeigh Renee Oldenburg
Lillia Grace Pruitt
Jennifer Lynn Rider
Hannah Elizabeth Sanders
Meaghan M. Sitar
Carlee Mae Smith
Lydia Grace Vaughn
Darcie Gayle Woodard
• Nutritional Sciences •
Cayden Danielle Beckner
Nathan Richard Chaffin
Hailey Cole
Rachael Nicole Cox
Emmalee Grace Evans
Kylie Jean Gant
Jenna Ann Lanham
Kaylee Michelle Leybas
Katelyn Anne Parker
Julia Elise Sylvester
Sydney Kay Walstad
Grace E. Welch
Taylor Grace Wright

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Christian Hunter Anderson
Sean Michael Belford, Sr.
Megan L. Carson
Lillian Shania Church
Dalton James Cooper
Madison Nicole Davis
Ian Christopher Edenfield
Hannah Paige Carrington Garner
Mallory Mae Goodman
Jade Danielle Goodson
Terrel Andre’ Harris
Cassandra Jayde Manning
Mitchell Duncan Meyer
Ebonee P. Miller
Jaelynn A. Noisey
Sophie Anastasia Pilcher
Elizabeth A. Ramos
Michael Christopher Releford, Jr.
Tianna Marie-Nichole Tattershall
Ariel Tyme Wallis
Crystal Kaylee Lynn Wheeler
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

John N. Veenstra, Interim Dean

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Abdullah Ahmad Alkharqawi
Kyle Michael Bailey
Caitlyn B. Christian
Jillian Elizabeth Cordray
Jada Lynne Duke
Zachary Shane Frazier
Brendan L. Jameson
Jacob Mark Jones
Mohammad Yacoub Moqeeem
Matthew Justin Naumann
Ashlyn Moriah Scoon

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE

Chesney Morgan Barfield
Kinsey R. Brien
Alexis Del Angel
Juan S. Flores
Seth Ryan Gunkel
Natalie Marie Haggard
Madison Elizabeth Harper
Jordan Wayne Hill
Hulen Mark Howard
Rachel Danielle Jackson
Samuel James Johnston
Nicholas Michael Lehrer
Isaac L. McCalip
Jordon Lane McVicker
Olivia Loree Morgan
Tollie Cameron Pugh
Maiten Rodriguez
Adam Michael Romero
Sarah Michelle Rose
Kimora Snow Sengkhamvilay
Lillian Elizabeth Smith
Logan C. Stites
Forrest Liam Vennerholm
Carson D. Voelker
Anthony Jermaine Ward
Kristie Ann Ward

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Katey Danielle Yerby

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Stephanie Melissa Castro
Joshua Grant Fairbanks
Victoria D’Lynn Finnigan
Hattie E. Hughes
Jeffy Ann John
Payton Ricks Leonard
Jasmine Martin
Caden Lloyd McCormick
Roshan Manoj Mohan
Seth Michael Prizznick
Matthew Edward Rodriguez
Joseph B. Schmitt
Kal Thomas Franklin Smith
Jessica Marie Toney
Victoria A. Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Coleman S. Curtsinger
Keenan Kent Holsapple
Patrick A. Laverty
Matthew Neal Otto
Jaden Shivem Paresh Patel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Braxtyn Martin Ackley
Yousef A. Y. A. M. Alali
Abdullah M. Q. F. Alenezi
Saoud M. S. D. Aljebly
Ali H. J. M. Alquadaibi
Faisal Ahmed Alzahrani
Huseen R. H. A. Buhamad
Alexander Richard Colton
Coleman S. Curtsinger
Carly M. Gotcher
Paul Michael Hodgden
Tyler D. Martinez
Micah Daniel McCombs
Paul I. Megna
Jayden Wade Snapp
Gage Michael Stinson
Joseph Alexander Stolfa
Matthew Gabriel Taylor
Landen L. Thornton
Christian Lane Tvrdik

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

• Construction Engineering Technology •
Holden Patrick Arledge
Maximilian Anthony Wilkins
Campbell Edwin Woxell
Reginald Byron Young

• Electrical Engineering Technology •
Jeffrey Aaron Gravelle
Sierra Rylee Topper
Zeb Tell McCollum
Chianeng F. Yang
Jay C. Pickard

• Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology •
Sulaiman Alshammari
William Scott Hofstede
Yousuf Younus Yousuf Altamimi
Brady J. Hook
Liuvi Bian
Caleb Summersill Leibee
Casey Logan Brock
Hayden Thomas Moser
Neal Chapa
John Mason Nichols
Matthew Cole Daniel
Donald Gregory Robichaux III
Nicholas Aaron Fletcher

• Mechanical Engineering Technology •
Nathan Heath Albro
Jack Michael Fling
Carlton Louise Bloom
Christian Alexis Galvan
Jordan Dale Buhler
Colton John Jung
David B. Canaan
Blake Adam Moore
Jordan Christopher Carter
Sarah Elizabeth Sabetti
Hayden Lee Collins
Caleb Michael Tuley
Brandon L. Coppedge
Cody B. Werner

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management

Salwa Alfuraih
Matthew W. Griffin
Ali O. A. E. O. AlMulla
Kayla Lynn Hilger
Abdullah Alzaqah
Judy T. Nguyenvo
Andrew John Caraway
Jacob M. Roach
Logan Mathew Davis
Charles Michael Sturm

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Rafek Alkhatab
Stanton R. James
Devin Dwayne Anderson
Ty Steven Klakulak, Sr.
Nathan Davis Baber
Braden Tyler Landis
Zackary Alan Baker
Noah Nhat Le
Isaac Matthew Ballinger
John David Pence
Jacob Alexander Bates
Trey Alan Porter
Trenton D. Blaser
Kyle D. Richards
Dustin H. Boston
Brandon Miles Roybal
Bryce Lane Brown
Nathanael Blaine Seaton
Nicolas Dark
Ahmad Adel Shanawaz
Hayden C. Davis
Zam Pian Thang
Chase W. George
Adrian K. Toquothy
Benjamin David Harris
Nathaniel James Torrez
Zane Alan Hendricks
Reese Dylan Townsley
Blake A. Hopp
William Hansen Van Dyke
Christopher D. Idell
Josephine Christine Wade
Nathan Earl Wallace
Colton D. Welden
Keaton Arron White
Andrew James Wright

Bachelor of University Studies
Kyle Evan Choate
Jacob Steven Harrald
Victoria Marie Hart
Dason Wade Townsend
College of Professional Studies
Craig Freeman, Interim Vice Provost, OSU Tulsa; Interim Dean

Bachelor of Professional Studies

• Organizational Leadership •
Michael Lane King
FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Jayson L. Lusk, Vice President and Dean,
Division of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Nahlia Nicole Howard                      Abigail Rene Parks
Arville Lee Jordan III                    Nicholas V. Sahs
Connor Wayne Moses                        Daisy Isabel Shadley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• Agribusiness •
Evan Quinn Anderle                        Kensington Marie Kerbs
Ryan Clay Baker                           Yichen Liang
William Kyle Benham                       Elizabeth Marie Lilliman
Blayke Morgan Bolen                        Javier Raul Martinez
Mason Josef Bomhoff                        Micah Faith McAtee
Trevor James Burton                       Mason Craig Moorman
Cole Aaron Christianson                   Luke Peter Morino
Caleb C. Cusher                           Lane Matthew Patton
Sophia Alise DeTray                       Paige Ranee Perry
Samuel Norman Dougall                      Rachel Corrie Phipps
Rowdy W. Duncan                           Zhaoyu Shen
Xinyue Fan                                Yitong Su
Chesnee Jo Fitzgerald                     Tongxin Wang
Clayton R. Funkhouser                     Zihan Wang
Hannah Lynn Gonzalez                      Yuhao Wei
Preston Raymond Good                      Madison Rae Woods
Ty Shawn Gowen                            Xiafei Ye
Lane Kenneth Griffin                      Boyuan Zhang
Brooke Ashley Hayden                      Jianfan Zhang
George Michael Holmquest                  Lanxin Zhang
R. Chandler Hurst                         Yuan Zhuang

• Agricultural Communications •
Maci Nicole Capshew                        Warren Jase Jarlsberg
Landri Daryl Chaplin                      Emily Grace Lencioni
Gwendolyn Renee Fowler                    Hallory Brooke Parks
Alyssa Dee Francis                        Faith LaRayne Richardson
Sara Cecilia Frost                        Sarah Jewel McKenzie Robertson
Elizabeth Marie Hokit                     Vernon Scudder-Barfield

• Agricultural Education •
Julie Branen                               Bailey Marie Hooper
Caylyn Denise Cunningham                  Jacob A. Jordan
Megan Elizabeth Geller                    Isabel Mae Visconti Linares
Alexis Marie Hise                         Jaycie Katherine Shelburne

• Agricultural Leadership •
Cassie Lynn Ayers                         Walker Allen Snapp
Savanah E. Crites                         David Arthur Southerland
Adam Tanner Erickson                      Taylor Renee Vaughn
Jackson Ryan Howell                       Malia Ann Ward
Aaron Carter Long                         

• Agricultural Systems Technology •
Alan Dale Davis
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**Animal Science**

Kamryn Nicole Baka
Taylor Jewel Barber
Keirstin M. Beaty
Stephanie Faye Bloom
Clayton Edward Brauman
Leah Rose Browne
Sydney Taylor Burke
Caden Joe Church
Alexus Breanna Kay Coleman
Riley Kate Collum
Rhiannon Grace Curley
Alyssa Marie Dunfield
Trevor DeWayne Garrison
Carsen Jean Green
Taylor LeighAnn Grove
Grant Douglas Hill
Elizabeth Marie Hokit
William Gunner Jackson
Briley Victoria Jarvis
Madison Rose Kincaid
Noah James Kreider

Bridget Marie Kucan
D’Shanti Michelle Lewis
Amber Kathleen Miller
Nehemiah Michael Noak
Lynzee Ann Parker
Emily P. Pinnell
Madeline Rose Randall
Brenda Giselle Rodriguez
Braden Kyle Roys
Sydney Cecilia Rylaarsdam-Sullivan
Gloria Maria Samano
Savannah V. Schlegel
Jenna Renae Schmidt
Cal Francis Schultz
Derek Monroe Strawn
Katelyn Ann Struiksma
Matilnna Hill
Kasey Ann Worthington

**Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**

Serge Andre P. Abit
Avery Marie Ethridge
Ionsei Belle Hastings
Emma Ann Lewellen
Raedyn B. Magness

Abby Tate Mcintire
Luke Jameson Myers
Eden Marie Rodriguez
Thomas Max Steinke
Ethan Fariss Villines

**Entomology**

Maya Danielle Albert
Mikaela Renae Anderson
Dakota Lee Boren

Delton James Eastep III
Ashley Hall
Billy Ana Harsha

**Environmental Science**

Seren Fiala Jones
Sara Michele Skidmore

Jordan M. Williams

**Food Science**

Faith Lavon Baxter
Elizabeth Ann Pribil

Hannah Marlene Silensky

**Horticulture**

Sophia Kate Darrow
Megan S. Henderson
Hannah Nicole Jackson

Dylan Kyle Levings
Abby M. Pace
Kimberly Alexis-Dawn Vo

**Natural Resource Ecology and Management**

Coy Wayne Brewer
Kaleb Jaren Brown
Tucker Stephen Darnell
Audreyanna LaDell Edwards
Lacey Elizabeth Ganoe DeLatte
Alicia Alejandira Gaytan
Riley Lennon Harbeson
Olivia Elaine Horton
Jake Tyler Ingle
Kaelyn Marie Lawson

Jacob Paul Libby
Evan Conner Marcus
Brian James Montgomery
Erin Elizabeth O’Connor
Zachary Ryan Pope
Paola Salazar
Monti Lucille Sovia
Sean Christopher Thomas
Wyatt M. Wadleigh
Guner R. Womack
• Plant and Soil Sciences •
Luke Alan Arthaud               Ryan Michael Gartner
Victoria Ruth Booker            Sarah C. Mustain
Makayla Moran Donaldson        Christopher L. Sidwell

Bachelor of University Studies
Andrew Olin Baker               Kyle Dean Mason
Magan Larae Low
• Accounting •
Linnae Wren Almgren  Karson Elizabeth Henke
Gabrielle Ann Barnett  Hayden L. Keeter
Andrew Thomas Brannon  Corbin Jase Kirkpatrick
Julie Nicole Brydon  Timmy Quoc Tru Mai Le
Jack Durham Causey  Makayla Anne McDougall
Abigail Elisabeth Cholerton  Jeremiah Eugene McDougall
Joshua R. Clark  Lauren S. Minnix
Blaine Edward Cope  Jackson S. Reynolds
Kel H. Cox  Austin Troy Richardson
Autumn Kaitlyn Crews  Christina M. Robertson
Abby Maria Cummings  Konner Exavier Rowan
Cing Sian Dim  Cameron Jamal Shropshire
Macie Renae Ellis  Justin V. Sluder
Anthony Flores  Taylor Elizabeth Smith
Jackson Todd Ford  Erik Dalton Vasquez
Elliott J. Gilbert  Nancy Vuong
Nichole MaeLee Gray  Teresa Gail Wagner
Austin F. Haddock  Robert Alon Wyckoff
Jada Brooke Haken  Jeffery A. Yeager
Rachel Lynn Harper  Catherine Jane Young
Colby J. Heiden  Edward R. Zschiesche

• Economics •
Samantha Paige Carr  Ian Patrick McClure
Craig Thomas Hatheway  Brett Thomas O’Connell
Tyler Charles Ksiazak  Timothy Zluticky

• Entrepreneurship •
Jack Alvin Beadles  Janet Alejandra Marquez
Cassidy Arryn Paige Chase  Trevor Chase Mastrogiovanni
Nolan Matthew Cox  Jace Cameron McIntosh
Erik Maxwell Drusch  Price Ryan Perrier
Jaqlyn Elaine Evans  Caden Blake Shaffer
Jaycee Judith Ann Everett  Tasha R. Stewart
Cameron David Glenn  Avery Maddison Wohletz
Joshua Loya Lewis

• Finance •
Alexander Shaler Allen  Carter Leon Jackson
Andrew Thomas Brannon  Jefferson V. LeForce
Hunter Gage Breedlove  Jaxon Parker Malaby
Anna Marie Buller  Brendan Wade Mitchell
Dalton Rex Carter  Landon Pierce Morgan
Diego Alexis Chavez  Paige Makenzie Nagy
Shawn Chen  Ava Jayne Olmedo
Julien Dennis Coulson  Samuel Hale Osborn
Kelby Gene Cross  Daniel Ethan Parsons
Lake R. Davis  Carson Michael Payne
David Wayne Dennis  Riley Raye Penny
Jackson Todd Ford  James Charles Pilkington III
Ross Michael Griffis  Daniel Refi
Frank Dominic Horton  Joshua Andrew Salazar
Caedmon Stephen Shideler  Douglas James Tapp, Jr.
Andrew Gene Silvers  Adam Douglas Trautman
Jacqueline Armida Slater  Erik Dalton Vasquez
Matthew Eric Springfield  Brooks Robert White
Kody Alan Stanley  Steven A. Wright
Hayden Payne Sullivan  Zobia Zubair

**General Business**

Sultan Ahmad Alomari  Treyvon Clarence Miller
Jacob R. Baker  Savannah Jane Moore
Rachel Barraza  Stephen Jeffrey Mulder
Halley Beth Born  Grace Caroline Raymer
Luke Allan Bradley  Trenton Michael Ritter
Hannah Hays Brown  Joseph Walker Schroeder
Frederick Cornejo  Dylan Christopher Smith
Priscilla H. Esparza  Peter Robert Sprague
Tia J. Halbijohn  Alexis Jaiden Weldon
Landri Brooke Halphen  Jeri Charlene Wohnhas
Brandon Edward McClarnon  Zobia Zubair

**Hospitality and Tourism Management**

Riley J. Davidson  Octavio Issac Montes
Bella Caroline Gilliland  Cameron Dickey Mutis
Elli Clarisse Hanvey  Jillian Shantel Olguin
Kalli Ailts Launhardt  Elizabeth Katherine Peters
Caitlyn Elisabeth Matthews  Samantha Elizabeth Shadoin

**International Business**

Ana Cristina Contreras  Daniel Michael Moreno
Angel Augusto Freytetz  Emerson Reese Newell
Anthony Terrel Ingram II  Dang Khoa Nguyen
Kelcie N. Kirkegard  Jake Rojas Savage
Lauren Elizabeth Kohler  Yatziry Rosas Medina
Carley Raeann McCutchan  Joud Jehad Sindi
Cameron Parker Mills  Carlie Danielle Vitt

**Management**

Samantha Adair  Charles Colton Dabbert
Jasmine Quensha Allen  Zachary Douglas Dandurand
Jeremy Taylor Allen  Jacob Alexander Davis
Nathan Joseph Anderson  Cody John Deaton
Harrison David Atwood  Skyler Bren Diaz
Jack Chandler Baker  John Cooper Dotson
Robert Gavin Baker  Grant Clayton Dunn
Alina Joy Baldridge  Ryan Allen Faith
Drake Paul Barbee  Larissa Flores Iracheta
Hannah Christine Barker  Connor Patrick Flournoy
Jack Alvin Beadles  Katherine L. Forehand
Weston C. Bilyeu  Berkle R. Foster
Korie L. Black  Pari Priyakant Gandhi
Zachery Joe Brice  Jordan Julianne Green
Cale M. Cabiness  Addison Grace Hall
Connor Ellis Callaway  Ethan Andrew Hall
Jaycie Lee Cash  Amber Lauren Hardison
Jennifer Irene Chandler  Kaylen Avery Heath
Brock M. Conklin  Jake Henry
Brandon M. Cook  Conner M. Hoelting
Stephanie Cooper  Celia Alicia Howard
Preston Michael Couch  Safeer Hussain
Sarah Elaine Critchmau  Anthony Lee Jimmerson
Sadie Ann Culver  Lucas Michael Johnston
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Hope Jones</td>
<td>Lexi Flinn Pfeifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braden Michael Kelly</td>
<td>Grant Michael Plumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy D. Kerns</td>
<td>Christopher B. Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Bradley Kerr</td>
<td>Dawson Prock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler David Kerr</td>
<td>Daniel Refi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrance J. Krush</td>
<td>Matthew J. Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy Elizabeth Kulkin</td>
<td>Jacob Steven Ronck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Rae Lander</td>
<td>Maria B. Saiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyera Anjalyne Lantrop</td>
<td>Jennifer Anay Salas Bartolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Marie LaRue</td>
<td>Brayden Ray Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson V. LeForce</td>
<td>Jalise Jo Seagraves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Isaiah Leon</td>
<td>Natalie Marie Sequin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe D. Lewis</td>
<td>Nicolas Tramale Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Maureen Lovejoy</td>
<td>Tyler Reid Seward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Kelley Mahon</td>
<td>Kaylee Dawn Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Steven Manibog</td>
<td>Rylea Garrett Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patrick McCaskill</td>
<td>Hannah Grace Slaatten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colm P. Mccauley II</td>
<td>Daniel Joseph Smolenski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Taylor McDonald</td>
<td>Everett Winston Stewart IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katlyn Rose McGowan</td>
<td>Jaci Dawn Strickland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharriell Sharie McHenry</td>
<td>Cade Wesley Summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Lane McMahon</td>
<td>Jacob Weldon Sutherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasandra Anahi Mendez</td>
<td>Jeffrey T. Tetrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary John Middleton</td>
<td>Eminence Belema Theo Kalio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Wesley Moraine</td>
<td>Abigail Jenna Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Katherine Moss</td>
<td>Taylor A. Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler William Myers</td>
<td>Levi Justice Truitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Elizabeth Newman</td>
<td>Vivian Renee Vega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Jean Norton</td>
<td>Sarah Elyse Voth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Benjamin Olsen</td>
<td>Jackson Don Waddell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan William Paquette</td>
<td>Sydney Lynn Welborn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chulmin Park</td>
<td>Morgan Renea White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Linn Parker</td>
<td>Brandon Wayne Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Logan Perkins</td>
<td>Kenley Ryan Wyrick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Management Information Systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joe Wiley Adams</td>
<td>Kevin S. Magallon, Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Savary Benjy Adolphe</td>
<td>Joseph L. McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Kegan Allen</td>
<td>Andrew Thomas Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Thomas Arnould</td>
<td>Ian Joseph Morton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zorawar S. Batra</td>
<td>Isaac Charles Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Marie Bice</td>
<td>Hiramabiff A. Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Sky Dunaway</td>
<td>Scheherazade Na’ila Oliven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden Jacob Wyatt Erb</td>
<td>Sam Pate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyaira Paulette Grubbs</td>
<td>Staci Roundtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce L. Helton</td>
<td>Michael John Schockemoehl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle T. Holcomb</td>
<td>Lauren Danielle Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Hollis</td>
<td>Rachel Alexis Thomlinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Michael Horn</td>
<td>Breck Alan Uhlman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Shane Hunter</td>
<td>Connor Tandy Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Braydon John</td>
<td>Christopher Jay Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Micheal Kelly</td>
<td>Olen E. Weaver III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatoly Oleksandrovych Sereda</td>
<td>Chad Richard Windler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>Brooke Marie Wise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuy-An Le</td>
<td>Bailey Alexa Yeager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Blake Lovel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marketing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Quensha Allen</td>
<td>Cydney Rayne Atsye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliana Mae Allison</td>
<td>Harrison David Atwood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arturo Bailon-Luna
Blake Anthony Bella
Chloe Elizabeth Blood
Sarah Jean Burns
Connor Ellis Callaway
Jordan Layne Camp
RJ Jason Chandler
Cassidy Arryn Paige Chase
Samuel Paul Chonich
Brandon M. Cook
Austin Riley Crago
Sadie Ann Culver
Xavier Elijah Dandridge
Ramein Daqiq
Bailey Michelle Davis
Natalie Lou-Yuan Delpha
Tatiyana N. Dillard
Ashton K. Donson
Mya Alexis English
Zoe Natella Ebwbank
Alyssa Marie Ferrarone
Aum Priyakant Gandhi
Pari Priyakant Gandhi
Alexandra Rose Gauvin
Nancy Olivia Gee
Gunnar Ray Gundy
Bryce Allan Hagar
Addison Grace Hall
Joseph Fitzgerald Hammond
Sydni Laine Hasbrouck
Paige Nicole Henderson
Ryan Paul Hovorka
Dylan Ismail Hussein
Eric Dwayne Johnson
Everett Keith Johnson
Isaac Walker Jones
Georgia Marie Kelly
Aidan Michael Lambert
Keyera Anjalyane Lantoop
Lauren Ashleigh Lederman
Halle Jae Lester
Joshua Loya Lewis
Madelyn Grace Lindsey
Grace Elizabeth Louthan
Amanda Maureen Lovejoy
Janet Alejandra Marquez
Bridget Renae Marrara
Zoe Elizabeth May
Brendan Ahmad McCarron
Ryan Patrick McCaskill
Jace Cameron McIntosh
Lauren Taylor McKnight
Micah Dyan Medders
Cameron Parker Mills
Daniel Michael Moreno
Gracie Kate Morgan
Emily Frances Moshiri
Ashley Katherine Moss
Kate Marie Murray
Tyler William Myers
Jacob Bernard Neal
Kyle Rogers Payne
Lexi Flinn Pfeifer
Emily Anne Potter
Brennan Orlando Presley
Caleb Ryan Rhoads
Jolie Ann Rothenberger
Jacob Patrick Ruesy
Andrew Jordan Sauter
Austin Dean Schein
Tyler Morgan Schein
Katie Ann Schneider
Aaron Lloyd Scott
Anna Rylee Scott
Corban Joseph Self
Riley Peyton Sexton
Tyler Mathew Singleton
Austin J. Curtis Stallings
Kirstyn Lynn Stecker
Nicole Gabrielle Sullivan
Jacob Weldon Sutherland
Macy Ann Swinehart
Jeffrey T. Tetrick
Jayden Nichole Thomason
Rielle Marie Trost
Daniel Michael Trowbridge
Zion Starr Wallace
Madeleine Elizabeth Walz
Maci Lyn Wares
Michael James Wheeler
Morgan Renea White
Annalei Marie Wilburn
Emily Marie Wilkins
Brooke Marie Wise
Avery Maddison Wohletz
Ashlyn Averv Wood
Mallory McKay Wyatt
Kenley Ryan Wyrick

Bachelor of University Studies

Aaron Paul Brewer
Zachary Ryan Cable
Jessica Deanna Davison
Marcus Sylvester Duckworth
Johnny Stephen Hedrick
Connor Robert Helsius
Kenedy Paige Maybee
Melissa Renae McGuire-Hunter
Lacie Elizabeth McKinzie
Trey Alan Rucker
Emily Setliff
Charles Griffin Stanley
Ashley Nicole Stricklin
Logan Patrick Stricklin
Kyleigh Brooke Webb

Katy Leon Williamson
Justin Markus Wright
The list of fall degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a fall degree from Oklahoma State University. Conversely, the absence of a student's name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

**Graduation with Distinction**
The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- **Summa cum laude**: 3.90-4.00
- **Magna cum laude**: 3.80-3.89
- **Cum laude**: 3.70-3.79

**Degree Abbreviations:**

- **BA**: Bachelor of Arts
- **BAR**: Bachelor of Architecture
- **BEN**: Bachelor of Engineering
- **BFA**: Bachelor of Fine Arts
- **BLA**: Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- **BM**: Bachelor of Music
- **BPS**: Bachelor of Professional Studies
- **BS**: Bachelor of Science
- **BSAE**: Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- **BSAG**: Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- **BSBA**: Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- **BSBE**: Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- **BSCH**: Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- **BSCP**: Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- **BSCV**: Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- **BSEE**: Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- **BSET**: Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
- **BSSH**: Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
- **BSIE**: Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
- **BSME**: Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- **BSN**: Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- **BUS**: Bachelor of University Studies
- **GCRT**: Graduate Certificate
- **MA**: Master of Arts
- **MAG**: Master of Agriculture
- **MAT**: Master of Athletic Training
- **MATT**: Master of Arts in Teaching
- **MBA**: Master of Business Administration
- **MEN**: Master of Engineering
- **MFA**: Master of Fine Arts
- **MM**: Master of Music
- **MPH**: Master of Public Health
- **MS**: Master of Science
- **MPSM**: Professional Science Masters
- **EdS**: Specialist in Education
- **EdD**: Doctor of Education
- **DFS**: Doctor of Forensic Sciences
- **DHCA**: Doctor of Healthcare Administration
- **PhD**: Doctor of Philosophy
- **DVM**: Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Additional Spring 2023 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1st, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Md Suman Ahammed • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Thomas Jacob Almasy • GCRT Facilitating Career Development
Srikar Amara • MS Computer Science
Daniel Andrade Amaral • MFA Creative Writing
Desmond Ampaw Asiedu • MS Quantitative Finance
Eric Austin Anderson • MS Geology
Lauren Elizabeth Anderson • BSBA Management
Naveen Are • MS Computer Science
P. Michelle Armstrong • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Samuel Derickson Bacon • MS Animal Science
Shawn Ballard • MS Health Care Administration
Amanda Nadine Barber • MM Music
Brianna Mignon Barnett • GCRT Neuroscience
Douglas Clinton Bennett • MS Health Care Administration
Xavier Deonte Benson • BUS University Studies
Caleb D. Betts • BS Applied Exercise Science
Nilay Bhagat • MBA Business Administration
Colton Y. Bicknell • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Emily Faye Birch • MS Health Care Administration
Chelsea Dawn Blevins • GCRT Online Teaching
Caitlyn Drew Blount • MS Forensic Sciences
Braden Lee Boatright • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Chitra Boorla • MS Management Information Systems
Lindsay Noel Boyles • GCRT Business Analytics and Data Science
McKenzie Esperanza Branham • BS Zoology
Kendall Rhys Brock • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jaleh Anne Brown • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Birch Forest Bryant • PHD Mathematics
Kaitlin Elizabeth Burch • MS Biomedical Sciences
Jonathon C. Butler • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Zackery James Bycko • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Eduardo Camara • BSBA Finance
Brenna Ashtn Cannon • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Ericca Renee Carter • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jordan Michelle Carter • MS Forensic Sciences
Merideth Kate Casey • GCRT Medical Sciences
Braden Cooper Cassity • MS Interdisciplinary Studies
Kalen Ferrell Castor • GCRT Medical Sciences
Amber J. Ceniceros • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Courtney June Chambers • GCRT Medical Sciences
Durga Mohith Chandra Hiri • MS Computer Science
Keeyana N. Chavez • BSBA Finance
Christopher M. Chenoweth • MS Forensic Sciences
Sai Koushik Reddy Chityala • MS Computer Science
Garrett Matthew Christian • MS Health Care Administration
Cristen Shaen Clayton • DFS Forensic Sciences
Brittany Ann Close • MS Leisure Studies
Tatum Cole • BSBA Management
Benjamin Colkmire • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Michael Daniel Collins • MS Aviation and Space
Brian Conaway • BUS University Studies
Abid Joao Corrujedo • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Gwendolyn Grace Cothran • GCRT Forensic Investigative Sciences
Gwendolyn Grace Cothran • MS Forensic Sciences
Dania Crivelli Zavala • GCRT Human Resource Management
Shilpa G. Dange • MS Biomedical Sciences
Satya Rajya Sai Tejaswini Darapureddy • MS Computer Science
Evan James Darnell • BSAG Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Vamsi Lakshman Varma Datla • MS Computer Science
Isaac John Davis • MS Civil Engineering
Kyle Richford DeBoy • MPH Public Health
Suresh Reddy Desam • MS Computer Science
Steven R. Dittmer • MS Health Care Administration
Taylor Layn Do • PHD Chemical Engineering
Dillon Lemert Douglass • MS Applied Statistics
Shannon Mae Douthett • MS Forensic Sciences
Paul Douglas Dreyer • MBA Business Administration
Yuhan Du • BSAG Agribusiness
Kelly Ann Eckert • MS Health Care Administration
Amy Louise Eloriaga • MS Management Information Systems
Jeffery David Everett • GCRT Environmental Science with Regulatory Certifications
Kam Fung Fan • MM Music
Justin Paul Fletcher • MS Engineering Technology
Amy Lyn Flores • MS Health Care Administration
Magdalena Rubi Flores • BS Biology
Magdalena Rubi Flores • BS Zoology
Jordan Ralph Fogg • MS Engineering Technology
Dylan Taylor Franks • PHD Plant Science
Brandon Cemp Fugate • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Ernest Gaichas • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Ernest Gaichas • MS Forensic Sciences
Rachel Galante • MS Forensic Sciences
Robert F. Gamble • EDS Education
Sreevani Gangineni • MS Computer Science
Nohema Garcia Castaneda • PHD Business Administration
Alejandro Armando Garcia Montiel, Sr. • GCRT Entrepreneurship
Addison Renee Garza • BSBA Marketing
Lisa Gaul • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Melissa Giguere • DFS Forensic Sciences
Desiree Tyana Giles • BA Theatre
Garrett Jeffrey Gilliland • BSBA Management
Varun Reddy Gollapally • MS Computer Science
Pavan Reddy Gottimukkula • MS Computer Science
Maxwell Reece Noble Green • BUS University Studies
Madison Claire LaValle • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jack Tyler Lee • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Brian Chenault Leininger • PHD Physics
Marshall Jacob Levenson • BS Sports Media
Paige Marie Lewandowski • MS Forensic Sciences
Duwane Donuel Lewis • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Sharnita Lachelle Lewis • BUS University Studies
Jon Tanner Littell • MS Leisure Studies
Javier Lopez Armendariz • MS Civil Engineering
Saeko Lord • MS Health Care Administration
Garrett Lorenz • MS Biomedical Sciences
Hannah Grace Lovrien • GCRT Entrepreneurship
Ryan Matthew Loy • PHD Agricultural Economics
Madison JaeLynn Lyons • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Jared W. Madron • BSET Electrical Engineering Technology
Steven Jacob Mahaffey • DFS Forensic Sciences
Anirudh Mahajan • MS Computer Science
Garrett Maloney • BSAG Animal Science
Courtney Leigh Manring • BUS University Studies
Daniel Enrique Marroquin • MS Hospitality and Tourism Management
Aidan Clifford Martin • BS Sociology
Delaney Elise Mayo • MPH Public Health
Zoe Grace McLemore • GCRT Medical Sciences
Nathan William Mears • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Patrick! Alan Meledeo II • BUS University Studies
Joshua Gunnar Melvin • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Janel Menchaca • MS Health Care Administration
Hunter John Meyers • MPH Public Health
Amanda Caitlin Miller • MS Environmental Science
Robert Miller • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Jack Charles Milligan • BSAG Entomology
Farjana Monsur Mily • MS Geology
Abhilash Minukuri • MS Computer Science
Sana Shainaz Mohammed • GCRT Medical Sciences
Alaina Marie Morgan • BSBA Management
cydnee Nickole Morgan • MPH Public Health
Charles Michael Mulherin • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Bharath Muppalla • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Molly Andrea Murphy Adams • MA Art History
Brendan Thomas Murray • MBA Business Administration
Jessica Megan Murray • MS Health Care Administration
Nitinh Subhash Nadella • MS Computer Science
Ahmed Nasiru • MA Political Science
Alvin Dinh Ngo • PHD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sai Chaitanya Kulkarni Nizampetker • MS Computer Science
Benazir Noorzad • MS Global Studies
Carlton Taylor Norman III • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Jared Stephen Nye I • BSBA Management Information Systems
Kaily D. O’Brien • MS Human Development and Family Science
Abigail Christine Offill • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Shubham Sushil Onkar • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Riley Allen Jerald O'Steen • BSAG Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Gregory Lynn Painton II • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Sai Sankirth Reddy Paladugu • MS Computer Science
Devin J. Palmer • DFS Forensic Sciences
Benjamin Daniel Parker • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Sijalu Paudel • MS Health Care Administration
Prathamesh Bapu Pawar • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Alexander Ryan Peterson • MS Health Care Administration
Kevin Lamont Peterson, Jr. • BUS University Studies
Warren Dwayne Pettaway • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Katelynn Marie Phillip • MBA Business Administration
Katelynn Marie Phillip • MS Health Care Administration
Baylee Lynn Phillips • GCRT Forensic Psychology
Pranjali Changadeo Pingale • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Breann M. Pinley • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Breann M. Pinley • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Tanner Charles Price • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Noah R. Quinnett • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Jesse Lee Rake • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
William Brant Randall • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Kristen Deanne Randolph • BS Physiology
Saswata Arabinda Rautray • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Elizabeth Rose Ray • BS Strategic Communication
Jacob William Reading • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Katelyn Marie Redman • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Austin Barak Reed • MS Health Care Administration
Shawn Michael Reese • GCRT Neuroscience
Stephen Bradley Reniger • BSBA Management
Andrew Gregory Restivo • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Jackson Rezner • MS Agribusiness
Abigail Marie Rhodes • BS Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Collin Ryan Richardson • BSBA Marketing
Matthew P. Rigby • MS Business Analytics
Alex Mackenzie Riggs • MS Health Care Administration
Mollie Grace Riley • BSBA Marketing
Tyler Jeffs Roberts • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Taylor Renee Rodgers • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Reid Howard Romine • MS Mass Communications
Brett Lee Roper • MBA Business Administration
Robert Rosser • GCRT Health Analytics
Robert Rosser • MBA Business Administration
Matthew Kyle Roth • MS Electrical Engineering
Nina Raquel Rudin • MS Entomology and Plant Pathology
Thaliana Kimberly Samarit • MS Forensic Sciences
Jacob Daniel Sargent • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Sanket Sunil Sawant • GCRT Supply Chain and Logistics
Sanket Sunil Sawant • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Sierra Dawn Schupbach • MBA Business Administration
Colby Dale Scott • BSBA Finance
Kathleen Elizabeth Scott • MBA Business Administration
Joshua Eli Shaw • BSAG Entomology
Donglizhen Shi • BSAG Agribusiness
Madeline Paige Shirey • BUS University Studies
Cade Marshall Shirley • BSBA Finance
Suraj Milindra Shirsale • GCRT Supply Chain and Logistics
Suraj Milindra Shirsale • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Brandon Michael Snavely • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Lillie Brooke Snider • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Joshua Michael Snyder • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Maxwell Ames Sommervold • MS Forensic Sciences
Wenqi Song • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Stephanie April Sontag • GCRT Neuroscience
Elizabeth Nadine Sorenson • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Sai Revanth Sriramouju • MS Computer Science
Dawson Ray Stedman • BSBA Marketing
Collin Christopher Stevens • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Joshua Ryan Stewart • MS Physics
Tanner Riley Stone • MPH Public Health
John Chester Stoner • BUS University Studies
Guy F. Strunk • BFA Art
Audra Lynn Stubbs • MS Global Health
Audra Lynn Stubbs • MS Health Care Administration
Fidel Suarez-Morales • BUS University Studies
Diwas Subedi • GCRT Supply Chain and Logistics
Zhiyuan Sun • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Feba Susan Finny • MS Health Care Administration
Grant Shane Swift • BA Art
Srujana Talla • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Sushma Reddy Tambi Reddy • MS Computer Science
Michael Zachary Taylor • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Matthew Oran Thomas • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Stanton M. Thomas • BSBA Economics
Stanton M. Thomas • BSBA Finance
Zachary Rawsthorne Thomas • MS Health Care Administration
Naga Sireesha Thunuguntla • MS Food Science
Dillon Anthony Tredway • BUS University Studies
Aubrey Lauren Treumann • BS Strategic Communication
Srinath Sai Tripuraneni • MS Computer Science
Madison Rae Truel • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Carson Tyler Trummel • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Jesse Jay Underwood • MS Health Care Administration
Laura Michelle Vaca Moreno • MA Political Science
Bret Michael Vaughn • BSCP Computer Engineering
Bret Michael Vaughn • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Tharun Sai Raghavendra Veeram Reddygari • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Penchala Prasad Vendipalli • MS Computer Science
Javon L. Weaver • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Quentin P. Webster • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Cholakocee Wind Werito • MA Social Foundations of Education
Kaitlan Blair Weston • MPH Public Health
Abby Christine Weyen • EDS Language, Literacy, and Culture Education
Amber Nichole Williams • BUS University Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devin V. Williams</td>
<td>BSAG Horticulture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Daniel Williams</td>
<td>MEN Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jai’Lyn Shar’Va Willis</td>
<td>BS Sociology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colton Shane Wilson</td>
<td>BM Music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey Rae Wilson</td>
<td>MS Business Analytics and Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Nicole Wilson</td>
<td>MS Health Care Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr Angel Wilson</td>
<td>GCRT Workforce &amp; Adult Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Howard Winnett</td>
<td>BSAG Agricultural Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Gomez Wolf</td>
<td>GCRT International Disaster and Emergency Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Gomez Wolf</td>
<td>MS Global Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Wong</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuting Wu</td>
<td>BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilan Xu</td>
<td>BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harshavardhan Reddy Yarrapureddy</td>
<td>MS Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Joy Yost</td>
<td>MAT Athletic Training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David W. Young</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Zakaria</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruixiao Zhang</td>
<td>BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yujie Zhang</td>
<td>BS Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yujie Zhang</td>
<td>BSAG Agribusiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yufeng Zheng</td>
<td>BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Horst Zwillenberg</td>
<td>BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additional Summer 2023 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1st, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today's ceremony.

Mostafa Ibrahim Abdelhadi • PHD Electrical Engineering
Abdel–Kader Hasan Abdel-Jaber • MS Health Care Administration
Rabia Ahuja • MS Plant Biology
Sanmi Emmanuel Alake • GCRT Bioinformatics
Sanmi Emmanuel Alake • PHD Nutritional Sciences
Ahmad F S Kh AlEnezi • BS Chemistry
John W. Allen • MS Accounting
Jacob Ryan Alonso • BSAG Agribusiness
Ebenezer Ametsetor • PHD Chemistry
Victor Andreev • PHD Plant Science
Jason Aquino • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Mary Elizabeth Arena • MS Counseling
Kathleen M. Argo • MS Nutritional Sciences
Arl Camila Armas • MS Animal Science
Marche Raymond Ashford • BSBA Management
Chase McKenzie Austin • BSBA Accounting
Jared Oran Austin-Harris • MS Physics
Nisrine Jean Aziz • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alexandra Ruth Bailey • BS Zoology
Cristina Barragan • MS Forensic Sciences
Sean Aloisius Barrett • MS Forensic Sciences
Ruth Anna Mae Barth • MS Forensic Sciences
Joshua Kyle Basquez • MS Management Information Systems
Carmen Camille Thomas Beasley • BSBA Marketing
Eman Izzat Beck • MS Aviation and Space
Hannah Jane Beeson • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Antoinette Ann Begay • MS Accounting
Jenny Bentley • MBA Business Administration
Erica Danielle Besch • MS Hospitality and Tourism Management
Joshua David Biros • MBA Business Administration
Brooke Elizabeth Bishop • BSBA Accounting
Matthew James Blair • PHD Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Olivia Kirsten Blanchard • BUS University Studies
Hannah Jean Bockelman • BS Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy
Lora M. Boggs • MS Accounting
Jessie Renee Bohanan • BUS University Studies
Rio Blayne Bonham • BSBE Biosystems Engineering
Andrew J. Bowman • PHD Business Administration
Robert Walter Bowser • GCRT Interdisciplinary Toxicology
Robert Walter Bowser • PHD Integrative Biology
Paul A. Brackney • BS Computer Science
Garrett Eugene Bradford • BA English
Alicia Simone Brady • MS Forensic Sciences
Brylee E. Brasher • MS Geology
Harlie Cheyenne Bredahl • BUS University Studies
Andrew Mitchell Danker • MS Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Malabi Dass • PHD Economics
Bryce A. Davis • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Ann Davis • MS Environmental Science
Elizabeth Leigh Davis • MS Accounting
Morgan LeAnne Day • MS Mass Communications
Ritu Dcruz • PHD Physics
Paul Martin Decker • BUS University Studies
Hadley Kate DeJarnette • BS Strategic Communication
Megan Danielle Derby • BUS University Studies
Audrey Alexus DeShazo • BS Mathematics
Alexandria Trinh Dinh Nguyen • BSBA Management
Joseph Henry Dittmer • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Wesley Dodson • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Nimeet Manish Doshi • GCRT Supply Chain and Logistics
William Price Doty • EDD School Administration
William Price Doty • EDS Education
Matthew Lorenz Drendel • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Robert Evan Drum • BSBA Management
Robert Evan Drum • BSBA Marketing
Stephn Drywater • MS Health Care Administration
Rilee Reese Duck • BS Psychology
Michael Joseph William Dudash • BS Nursing: RN to BSN
Campbell Tate Dula • BSBA Marketing
Weston Trey Durham • PHD Counseling Psychology
Tony Clint Earnest II • MS Forensic Sciences
Brian Allen Eccleston • BSBA Management Information Systems
Kenzy Dale Edmondson • MS Accounting
Connor Reece Edwards • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Robyn Jodie Edwards • PHD Education
Crystal Ray Pearl Emerson • MS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Tasia Dayle England • BS Applied Exercise Science
Carolyn Elaine Erickson • EDD School Administration
Carolyn Elaine Erickson • EDS Education
Alec Andre Estevez • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Alec Andre Estevez • BSBA Marketing
Landry Kellen Evans • BSBA Management
Landry Kellen Evans • BSBA Marketing
Joshua Owen Everett • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Macy Rachel Farha • BSBA Marketing
Chloe Isabella Farischon • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Katherina Elizabeth Farrow • BS Political Science
Dillon Joseph Federici • PHD Counseling Psychology
John Howard Federline • EDD School Administration
Amber Angelique Ferguson • MS Educational Psychology
Kerissa Jylin Figueroa • BSBA Management
Andrew Michael Fillmore • BSBA General Business
Gail Ann Finnell • BA History
Johnny Allen Finney, Jr. • MS Aviation and Space
Emma Louise Fishback • MS Counseling
Allison Anne Flanders • MBA Business Administration
Olivia Megean Fleming • PHD Sociology
Temi Myers Flowers • BS Applied Exercise Science
Tyson Reed Forkner • MS Human Development and Family Science
Yaema Fornah • MS Environmental Science
Tyler Baldwin Franz • MBA Business Administration
Tyler Baldwin Franz • MS Health Care Administration
Kelli Anna Freeman • PHD School Psychology
Mallory Lynn Fuhrig • MS Animal Science
Jack Evert Funderburgh • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Keith Dale Gage III • BS Psychology
Gilberto Galvan Ino • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Joshua Elias Gamedah • BSBA Economics
Taylor Jacob Garcia • PHD Animal Science
Alejandro Armando Garcia Montiel • MBA Business Administration
Daniel John Gassen • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Christian Troy Gee • MS Accounting
Morgan Charles Gerstmann • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Gordon Lynn Geymuller • BSBA General Business
Eric Daniel Glasco • BSBA Finance
Ethan Patrick Glover • MBA Business Administration
Fallon Katherine Goemmer • BSAG Animal Science
Adolfo Gomez, Jr. • MS Counseling
Issac Paul Gonzales • MS Human Development and Family Science
Kyrah Patricia Gonzales • BSHS Nutritional Sciences
Fabiola Gonzalez Peralta • MS Health Care Administration
Coby Lee Good • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Michael Josiah Goodspeed • MBA Business Administration
Mariah Rose Gordon • BS Applied Exercise Science
Macey Noel Goretska • MS Animal Science
Cassie Marie Graham • PHD Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Rebecca Lynne Graham • PHD Counseling Psychology
Cady Mae Greenslit • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Scott Hunter Grim • BSBA Management
Scott Hunter Grim • BSBA Marketing
Gabriella K. Grisham • MS Health Care Administration
Ashish Kumar Gupta • PHD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Joshua D. Guynes • BS Psychology
Cameron Michael Hagan • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Krystal Laraine Hale • BSBA International Business
Aubrey Lea Hammer • MS Human Development and Family Science
Reese Michael Hammon • MS Accounting
Korbin Cade Hamner • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Mary Catherine Hancock • BA History
Corbin Grant Hane • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Makayla Ann Harrison • BSAG Agribusiness
Kianoosh Hassani • PHD Geography
Hamideh Hayati • PHD Chemical Engineering
James Robert Hayes • MS Health Care Administration
Connor Joseph Hays • BS Computer Science
Brittany Gail Hembrough • MS Health Care Administration
Hannah Marie Hensley • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Kendra Zaye Hess • MS Civil Engineering
Amanda Navodani Hewa Maithreege • MS Plant Biology
Kenneth Elliot Ambrose Heyne • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Jeremy Madison Hicks • BA Global Studies
Kristina Marie Higdon • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Dresdyn Michelle Hinman • BUS University Studies
Stephanie Coleen Hinojosa • GCRT Online Teaching
Amy Loananh Ho • BSAG Animal Science
Tuan Ho Quoc • PHD Economics
Sydney Renae Holder • MS Mass Communications
Kaleb De’Shaune Holdman • BS Political Science
Kirsten Nicole Hollansworth • MS Agricultural Communications
Jaiden Renee Holloway • BS Applied Exercise Science
Dustin Wyatt Hone • MS Human Development and Family Science
Taylor Hood • MS Human Development and Family Science
Vance Lorel Hooper • MS Aviation and Space
Jarryd Glenn Horn • MS Health Care Administration
Kade Scott Horton • MS Animal Science
Justin George Horwitz • BS Applied Exercise Science
Rayhan Hossain • PHD Chemistry
Emalee Elizabeth Hough • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Braden Todd Hudgins • BSBA Accounting
Bailey Marie Hughes • MS Accounting
Colton H. Humphrey • MS Accounting
Breanna Ra’Cole Hurd • MS Counseling
Grace Anne Ipsen • BS Biology
Ethan Conner Jackson • BSBA Management Information Systems
Navya Jeldi • MPH Public Health
Jose Carlos Jimenez Ramirez • MS Global Studies
Chloe Lorraine Johnson • MM Music
Emma Noelle Johnson Austin • MS Human Development and Family Science
Nathan Joseph Johnson • MA History
Erik William Johnstone • BUS University Studies
Adrienne L. Jones • MS Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Christopher Wayne Jones • MS Health Care Administration
Hailey Jaye Jones • BUS University Studies
Lauren Elizabeth Jones • BSAG Animal Science
Lisette Gabriela Jones • MS Counseling
Preston A. Jones • MS Environmental Science
Ayush Joshi • MS Petroleum Engineering
Wesley Harris Jurden • GCRT Business Analytics and Data Science
Manasa Kalidindi • MS Computer Science
Riley Catherine Kaltenbacher • MS Counseling
Rachel Ann Kane • MS Counseling
Dingyi Kang • MS Computer Science
Alexis Karosas • MS Counseling
Angelica Rachel DeeAnn Keck • BUS University Studies
Hannah Maureen Kendrick • MBA Business Administration
Taylor Rose Kennedy • BSBA General Business
Kyle Wakefield Kentner • MS Computer Science
Alka Khadka • MS Civil Engineering
Md Tajuddin Khan • PHD Economics
Byoungtae Kim • MS Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Aaron Lawrence Kirchoff • MBA Business Administration
Ashley Rebecca Knoch • PHD Integrative Biology
Gage Matthew Knori • BS Sports Media
William Matt Kresl • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Lillian Lucille Kuhn • BSBA International Business
Priya Darshini Kumar • MS Counseling
Brianna Faith Lake • MS Accounting
Laura Lartey • PHD Statistics
Wilson Elias Lazo-Salmeron • MS Educational Psychology
Kylar William Lee • BSAG Animal Science
Savannah Gar Wai Lee • MBA Business Administration
Kelli Nicole Leech • MS Mass Communications
Cassidy Rianne Levings • BUS University Studies
Zeyin Lin • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Sarah Josephine Lindley • BSBA Economics
John Matthew Livengood • MS Counseling
Emily Rachel Loethen • PHD School Psychology
Nathan Lee Lovelace • MS Accounting
Michelle Diane Loveless • MPH Public Health
Jessica Dawn Loverude • GCRT Online Teaching
Lauren Hope Loza • BUS University Studies
Lauren Kate Luiskutty • BSBA Management
Ryan J. Lundy • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Jordan Daniel Lutz • BSBA Management
Kane Parker Mach • PHD Educational Psychology
Rob J. MacLennan • PHD Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Emily Morgan Maixner • PHD School Psychology
Michelle P. Majors • MS Health Care Administration
Taimoor Ahmed Malik • BS Health Education and Promotion
Roshan Mammen Abraham • PHD Physics
Deva Kumar Reddy Mandyam • MS Computer Science
Benjamin K. Marquis • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Grayson Antonneau Mask • BSBA Finance
Cassandra Jo Mason • MS Accounting
Nathaniel Lloyd Masters • MS Aviation and Space
Timothy Sam Matthews • GCRT Information Assurance
Jordan Michael McAlister • PHD Geography
Schyler Addison McCall • BSHS Human Development and Family Science
Kyla Shanice McGee • MS Health Care Administration
Chance Brooks McLane • BUS University Studies
Madiesyn Mariah Mcletchie • BUS University Studies
Joshua Ben McMahan • BS Computer Science
Abigail Grace Meek • MS Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Dylan Conor Mehsling • MS Nutritional Sciences
Karsten Blaine Menard • BSBA Finance
Ashley Michelle Mendoza • BSBA Management Information Systems
Logan Duvall Merkle • MBA Business Administration
Anahi Eileen Messer • MS Counseling
Sally R. Messinger • MS Human Development and Family Science
Torbirn Paul Metz • BS Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Cristian Jacob Meyer • BSBA Economics
Dakota McKenzie Miller • BUS University Studies
John David Miller • BUS University Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Miller • MS Health and Human Performance
Jiwon Jennie Min • PHD Psychology
Conrad James Moffat • BSAG Animal Science
Kamun Chad Mohammed • MS Health Care Administration
Raja Mohanty • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Elizardo Montes • BSBA Accounting
Kathleen Ann Montgomery • MBA Business Administration
Kelly Montgomery • MS Health Care Administration
Sundaram Bhardwaj Ramakrishnan • PHD Chemical Engineering
Parker A. Ramsey • MS Accounting
Nataylor Dacole Ratcliff • BS Applied Exercise Science
Zachary Allen Reed • MS Forensic Sciences
Camri Mae Reinhart • MS Applied Statistics
Anthony Charles William Renteria • MS Mass Communications
Hannah Grace Repplinger • BSBA Accounting
Amir Pourhakim Rezaei • MS Management Information Systems
Collin Ryan Richardson • BSBA Finance
Abbie Jene Richey • BSAG Animal Science
Jessalyn Rivet-Tissot • MS Biomedical Sciences
Jessica Faith Roberts • BA Art
Colton West Rodman • BSBA Marketing
Taylor Lauren Roe • BS Statistics
Jacob Belin Rolen • BUS University Studies
Shafi-Al-Salman Romeo • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alyssa S. Romero • BSBA Finance
Luis Antonio Romero • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Katie Lin Rosman • MAG General Agriculture
Taylor Grace Rosser • BA Psychology
Jayashree Salian • MPH Public Health
Elexias B. Sanchez • BA Psychology
Jeffrey Allen Sandwell • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Natalie Grace Santos • BS Zoology
Sai Srikanth Sarabu • MS Computer Science
Sara Marie Sawyer • BUS University Studies
Austin Adair Schafer • BUS University Studies
Spencer Earl Schnoor • MS Counseling
Carley Laine Schroeder • BSAG Animal Science
Cacy Marie Scott • BS Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy
Ryan Landon Seabolt • BS Sociology
Mehnaz Sharna • MEN Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jonathon Robert Shasteen • PHD School Psychology
Mara Alexis Shelton • BS Psychology
Tabryis Nyrique Shelton I • BS Psychology
Zhangyue Shi • PHD Industrial Engineering and Management
Victor Shitsama • BUS University Studies
Preston Scott Shoemaker • MS Aviation and Space
Sanju Shrestha • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Mallory Ann Shuler • MS Counseling
Calton David Sidebottom • MS Health and Human Performance
Zinar Darius Simsek • PHD Biomedical Sciences
Kara Rose Skelton • MS Accounting
Wyatt William Ralston Slade • BUS University Studies
Alicia Marie Sloat • MS Educational Technology
Seth E. Smart • PHD Business Administration
Kendall Clay Smith • MS Leisure Studies
Aubrey L. Snider • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jordan Nathaniel Som de Cerff • BSBA Management
Youngok Song • PHD Business Administration
Elizabeth Nadine Sorenson • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Kevin Jason Spicer • BSAG Animal Science
Meghan Barrett Spooner • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Chance Beric Sportsman • BSCV Civil Engineering
Shelby Ann Weymouth • BSBA Finance
Bryson R. Wheeler • BSAG Agribusiness
Diane Marie Whisner • BA Sociology
Karsyn K. White • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Pierce Christian Wilkins • BS Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Bailey Lauren Williams • BS Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy
Elizabeth Anne Williams • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Jacob Paul Williams • MS Aviation and Space
Katherine Elizabeth Williams • BS Psychology
Seth Caleb Willis • BSBA Management Information Systems
Tiegan Toran Willoughby • MA English
Angel L. Wilson • MS Human Development and Family Science
Jackson Barrett Wilson • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Isaiah Wilson • PHD Business Administration
Stuart Christian Wire • MS Accounting
Kaitlyn N. Wood • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Christopher Neal Wyatt • GCRT Business Analytics and Data Science
Shiyuan Xu • PHD Physics
Amal Harun S Yahya • PHD Microbiology, Cell, and Molecular Biology
Emmanuel Marie Pierre Yangue • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
DeAnna Scott Yarbrough • GCRT Elementary Mathematics Specialist
DeAnna Scott Yarbrough • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Kaylin Rae Yockey • MS Environmental Science
Kathryn Lauren Yokum • MS Health Care Administration
Amanda Megan Yost • MS Health Care Administration
Brooklynn Lee Young • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Biting Zhou • PHD Statistics
Joseph Dovillio Zucconi • GCRT Medical Sciences
The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree. In addition to the academic regalia described above, some students wear cords, sashes, ribbons, and other symbols of heritage or achievement in academics, service, and leadership.
Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

### Doctoral Degree
- Doctor of Philosophy
- Doctor of Business Administration
- Doctor of Education
- Doctor of Forensic Science
- Doctor of Health Science
- Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

### Trim Colors
- Royal Blue
- Drab/Tan
- Light Blue
- Golden Yellow
- Sage Green
- Steel Gray

### Master’s and Specialist Degrees
- Architecture
- Arts, Humanities, Sociology
- Athletic Training
- Business (except Economics)
- Communication Sciences
- Economics
- Education
- Engineering
- Fine Arts
- Global Studies
- Health Care/Human Performance
- Human Sciences/Design, Housing, Merchandising
- Music
- Philosophy/Political Science
- Physician Assistant
- Public Health
- Science, Mathematics, Statistics
- Social Science
- Strategic Communication
- Veterinary/Comparative Biomedical Sciences

### Hood Facing Color
- Purple
- White
- Sage Green
- Drab/Tan
- Silver
- Copper
- Light Blue
- Orange
- Brown
- Peacock Blue
- Sage Green
- Maroon
- Pink
- Deep Blue
- Kelly Green
- Salmon Pink
- Golden Yellow
- Citron
- Crimson
- Gray

### Honors Degrees
- Bachelor of Architecture
- Bachelor of Arts
- Bachelor of Engineering
- Bachelor of Fine Arts
- Bachelor of Music
- Bachelor of Science
- Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

### Hood Facing Color
- Purple
- White
- Orange
- Brown
- Pink
- Golden Yellow
- Maize/Light Yellow
- Drab/Tan
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Whether you’re a new graduate or a proud family member, the OSU Alumni Association’s Orange Connection app has great resources for celebrating this momentous occasion! Download it now at okla.st/app or by scanning the QR code.

Genesee Photo Systems is the official photographer of the Oklahoma State University Commencement ceremonies. Graduates and guests may view today’s graduation photos at www.geneseephoto.com or by scanning the QR code.
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